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INTRODUCTION
MAtCU 7, 1978.
to the 31st
delegation
on
the
U.S.
ouir
service
Lst year, purs-unnt to
General A-ssembly of the United Nations, Senator Howard Baker and
I sponsored a legislative proposed calling upon the Executive branch
to conduct a thorough review of wavys in which the United Nations
organization night be strengthened. rhis proposal, enacted as a proviston of the fiscal year 1978 Foreign Relations Authorization Act,
required the submission to Congress of atreport containing the Administration's analysis awid recommendlatiorns. Be'atuste the United
States has a direct and vital interest in the future of the United Nations
and its affiliated agencies, and because the President has now committed his Administration to pursue a number of the proposals for
UN reform contained in tile report, I believe that this document
merits careful study by all Americans concerned with strengthening
the institutions of the international community.
GEORoG MCGOVERN,

Chairman, Subcommittee on
InternationalOperations.
(lif)

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
THE WHITE HOUSE,

Hon. JOHN J. SPARKMAN,,

Washington, March 2, 1978.

Chairman,Committee on Foreign Relations,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.•.
DEAR Mn. CHAIRMA4N. In accordance with Section 503 of tile Foreign

Relations Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1978, I am p leased to
submit to the Congress a report on recommendations for reform of the
United Nations. Also enclosed is a detailed analysis of various reform
proposals provided to me by the Secretary of State.
I assumed the Presidency with a commitment to strengthen this
esweitial instrument of world peace and U.S. diplomacy. I now reaffirm
that the United States will make the fullest possible use of the United

Nations to assist in solving the many political, economic, legal, and

humanitarian problems that press upon the international community.
At the same time, I am aware of the need to maintain constant
attention to reform of the UN. This report contains a number of

positive proposals for reform that this Administration intends to
pursue.

I welcome this opp)ortunity to communicate with you on these
issues, an(I I appreciate the N'ogress permitting a one-month delay
in submission of this report. I vauehighly the work of the Congress
in support of U.S. participation in the United Nations, and look forward to a continuation of that cooperative endeavor.

Sincerely,

JIMMY CARTER.
J(.V
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REFORM AND RESTRUCTURING OF THE UNITED
NATIONS SYSTEM
Report by the President to the Speaker of the House of
epresentathie and the CUhairman of the Committee on Foreign,
Relations q/ the Senate, Pursuantto Section 603 of the Foreign
Relations Atuthorization Act, ftqcal year 1978 (Public Law
95-106).
Section 503 of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal
Year 1978 calls for "a major effort by the United States towards
reforming and restructuring the UN system." We welcome this expression of interest by the Congress. How the United Nations might be
improved so as better to carry out its responsibilities is of central
concern to this Administration. I believe that an active and imaginativo leadership by the United States can do much to strengthen the
United Nations.
Today, the international community faces a series of critical and
global pr~ol)leifs which must be of concern not only to us but to all
governments:
How to achieve international peace and security.
Hlow to make pr.ogress toward a more stable and equitable
international economic order.
How to enhance the quality of human life.
How to extend and protect the elemental human rights of all
peo)p)les.
lhe successful management of any of these problems is beyond the
reanc of the individual nation-state, no matter how powerful economically or militarily it might be.
The world organizations such as we have in the United Nations
1110 its sister agencies provide the universal framework within which
to harmonize diverse views and interests in addressing global problems. If we are to develop adequate machinery for management of
the world's common problems, a central concern of our foreign policy
in the remaining years of this century must be the building of a more
effective UN system. To this end, this Ad(mintistration is committed
to working for a stronger and more effective United Nations.
The UN system can be justifiably proud of major successes. It has
served the common interest in its peace-keeping activities and in its
piathfinding work in economic development. It has served mankind
well in areas of health, communications, education and a host of other
fields-. Still, the United Nations-like many other institutions, domestic or international-has frequently failed to meet popular expectations and tile objectives of its founders. The need for reform of the
United Nations dates back almost to its very inception, as changing
circumstances required changes in its structure, l)rocedures and priori(1)
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ties. At the same time, we often fail to recognize how successful the
UN system has been in adapting itself to these changed circumstances.
Reforms may not have been as rapid and dramatic as some would
desire but they were as effective andpervasive as was possible.
A purely "engineering" approach that attempts to construct it
theoretical y "efIective" globa institutinilis alpftf "(6 sterile. It is
easy enough to assemble a shopping list of reforms. But such an exercise willbe largely diversionary, unless it takes account of the political context in which the United Nations operates.
It is, therefore, in the spirit of realism and profound respect for the
views of other Member States of the United Nations that we approach
the urgent need for reform and restructuring of this organization. We
hope that it may be j)ossible to reach agreement in the United Nations
on at least some of them.
Although the Charter itself provides for formal amendment as at
procedure, this has not been a principal method of change in the life
of the United Nations. The amendment procedure is a slow one an(l
becomes practicable only when there is a sufficient, convergence of
interests among Member States with respect to the proposed change.
Indeed, the great strength of the Charter-like our own Constitutionlies precisely in the fact that it has not created a static institution

but has permitted evolutionary change and fresh approaches. Even
today the possibilities for improving the functioning of the organiza-

tion within the existing constitutional framework are extensive.
Far-reaching reforms involving Charter revision may well have to
await the development of a much greater community of interests in
the United Nations. Despite this, we would be prepared to participate
in a Charter review: conference if a substantial majority of the Member
States came to believe that the outcome of such a conference was
likely to be productive.
Section 503 of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act states

that, in developing a program of UN reform which the United States

should present to the Special Committee on the Charter of the United
Nations and on the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization,
a propriate consideration should be given inter alia to the seven areas
of concern. These are addressed below. I am also forwarding to you
as an attachment. the -ecretary of State's detailed analysis of various

reform proposals.

A. PEACE, sECURITY AND STRENOTHENING INTERNATIONAL JAW

E'stabli•ihhg more ejfecdire UN machinery for the peaceful settlement
qf disputes
MXember States are generally reticent to submit( disputes to third
parties despite the existence of ample machinery for that, purpose. It
is not likely that the creation of additional machinery for arbitration.
conciliation or mediation would in itself induce greater use of third

party services.
However, we are prepared to examine with other Member States
why existing machinery has remained so little used and to explore
ways of iincreasing the awareness of Governments of the facit Iities
which are available.
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Therefore, I have requested the Secretary of State to conduct it
thorough examination of existing procedures and mechanisms for the
peaceful settlement of disputes with a view to promoting their greater
use including the United States.
We shall examine with other Member States, particularly the per-,
manent members of the Security Council, opportunities for strength.,
ening the role of the Security Council in the peaceful settlement o(
disputes. We will explore the possibilities for greater use of informal
meetings or subcommittees of the Council for the purpose of following
up on Council resolutions. As part of such effort we favor holding
annual private meetings at the Foreign Minister level for the purpose

of reviewing the state of world peace and security in the light of re-

ports prepared by the Secretary General.
We shall continue to treat the establishment of fact-finding missions
as a procedural matter not subject to veto, so long as mandates are
clear and non-prejudicial. We are prepared to examine with the other
permanent members of the Security Council the possibility of a formal,

joint voluntary statement to this efect. In this connection, it will

1)0

our policy to use technology available to us from aircraft reconnaissunee to share with the Council l)ertinent factual information when
the parties to a dispute agree.
,ostering greater use qf the InternationalCourt of Jtstice

We support, if possible through amendment, the adoption of 4

procedure which would l)ermit private parties to have indirect access
to the Court on questions of international law essential to their courses
of action. To this end, we would support a national appellate court
before rendering its own judgment in a case, having recourse to the

International Court of ,Justice for an advisory "preliminary opinion"
on issues of international law.
We will examine every treaty which the United States negotiates
with a view to accepting the jurisdiction of the International Court of
Justice over disputes arising under the treaty, pursuant to Article 36,
paragraph 1, of the Court's Statute. Where one of the parties to the

treaty will not accel)t the Court's jurisdiction, every effort will be
made to include another dispute settlement provision.

I have also requested the Secretary of State to give thorough study
to existing disputes with other States and identify those which could
a)plropriately be submitted to the Court.
At an appropriate time, I shall request the Senate to re-examine
the Connal y Reservation, so that we may demnnstrate the United
States new adherence to the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice, pursuant to Article 30, paragraph 2, of the
Court's Statute.
Strengthening the United Nations' peacekeeping capabilities
We believe that further efforts should be made to strengthen the
UN's peacekeeping capabilities, for example by the creation of a UN
Peacekeeping Reserve complosed of national contingents trained in
pJeaeokeeping functions-.
We are also prepared up)on request from the Secretary General to
assist with the airlift of troops and equipment required for establishing
a UN peacekeeping force atuthorizedI by the Security Council.
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In order to be in a position to respond quickly to a request for assist.
iwce from the Secretary General, I am proposing that the Department
of Defense initiate whatever contingency planning may be necessary.
In order to make a UN Peacekeeping Reserve a more effective
force, we shall explore with other UN members arran ements for
training of earmarked contingents as well as personnel of UN observer
mi-sions by the United Nations.
We shall examine with the United Nations ways to upgrade the
technical equipment available to observer missions and peacekeeping
forces and to enhance their observation and communications capabilities through modern technology.
We intend to press for progress in the Committee on Peace.
keeping Operations.
We shall explore the possibility of establishing a Special Peacekeeping Fund to help cover the initial costs of peacekeeping operations authorized by the Security Council. The Fund might be in the
order of $100 million to be constituted over a reasonable period
of time through such means as might be agreed upon.
Strengthening the United Nations' role in the field of disarmament

Tthe Special Session of the General Asembly on Disarmament
will convene in New York in the spring of this year. Member governments at the UN, including the United States, are preparing proposals
so that the United Nations- could deal better with questions of arms
control and disarmament. A variety of possible procedural and orga,nizational improvements to this end is being considered.
!A. DECISIONMAKI.NO PROCESSES IN THlE UNITED NATIONS

Weighted mtding in the General Assembly and modified veto powers in
the Security Con;nedl

[here is no prospect for thie adoption of a generally applicable
weighted-voting system in the General Assembly. Even on a limited
basis it has little likelihood of being accepted. In fact, pressure for
ebhtnge has been in the opposite direct ion: to replace weightedvoting in global institutions where it now exists with decision-making
procedures on the model of the General Assembly. The tradeoffs
Proposed, which involve sharp curtailment of our veto power in the
Security Council, are not in U.S. interests. Nor' do we believe they
would serve the organization well.
Therefore, it would be better to employ our efforts toward defining
voluntary but common standards to curtail the use of the veto in the
Security Council and reduce the necessity of invoking it.
We are also prepared to examine the offer to very small new Statm
of some form of associate status with tile United Nations, short of
full membership and voting privileges.
Consensus decision

Consensus offers an alternative to formal voting as a way of arriving
at(decisions. It is increasingly used in the General/Assembly and other
UN organs. We hope that genuine consensus will become the principal method of conciliation in the continuing North/South dialogue
in the United Nations. We are prepared to give substantially greater
weight in our national policy to decisions so arrived at.
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C. HUMAN RIGHTS

Improving coordination of and expanding United Nations activities
on bekaif of human rights
We are taking several steps toward achieving a better system of
coordination of human rights activities among UN organs and
agencies as well as with non-UN regional organizations. Presently,
the US Delegation at the 1978 session of the UN Commission on
Human Rights has been instructed to press for the following reforms:
The strengthening of existing special procedures for dealing
with private communications of Iuman rights matters;
More expeditious consideration by the Commission of evidence
under the procedures established by Resolution 1503 of the
Economic and Social Council;
Scheduling more frequent regular sessions of the Commission;
and
Establishing a new UN senior post as UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights.
As a longer range goal, we shall explore ways to render the Commission freer from political influences. To this end, we would, urge
that member governments appoint rep resentatives to the Commission
with more specialized background inthman rights.
We shall explore the possibility of changes in the schedule of meetings of the Subcommission on the Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities so that action on private petitions receive
more exJ)editious treatment.
D. FINANCINO TkE UNITED NATIONS

Meeting the UN deficit
The United Nations faces serious financial difficulties largely as a
result of the continuing refusal of certain Member States to pay as.
sessments for peacekeeping operations and because of the practice of
making some payments in non-convertible currencies. As of September
30, the resulting deficit was more than $120 million. For years some
states, including some responsible for the deficit, have suggested they
would participate in a balanced program of voluntary payments of
sufficient magnitude to eliminate the existing deficit. We believe this
approach should be explored anew.
Adjusting assessments to reflect ability to pay
If the UN scale of assessments were to reflect more accurately the
current ability of Member States to contribute, a principal result
would be to increase the assessment for this country significantly
above the present 25 percent ceiling. Because the United States is
largely responsible for a major deviation from the capacity-to-pay
principle, we believe it would be unwise to seek immediate adherence
to that principle without Congressional authorization for the higher
appropriations that would be required.
Supplementing UNfinances from outside sources
Debate surrounds almost all of the proposals which aim at the
production of autonomous revenues for the UN system through contributions from commerce, services, or resources regulated by the UN.
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Further study is required, Provided that any autonomous revenue i.3
subject to the same continuous scrutiny and control of governments
as current Member State app~ropriations are and further as long as we
and the other nations retain adequate control of the budget, the
United States favors as a long-term goal the development of autonomous sources of income for the international community. We are
therefore prepared to join in further exploration of various proposals
in this field and would support moves in the United Nations to
undertake a study along these lines.
E, ACHIEVING GREATER EFFICIENCY IN THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM

Re8truchiringthe economic and social sectors

Some of the most promising possibilities for reform in the UN
system exist in the field of economic and social affairs. The "32nd
General Assembly endorsed wide-ranging recommendations on the
restructuring of the Economic and Social Sectors of the UN system.
These are in line with basic U.S. objectives for reform:
The development of an enhanced planning, programming,
budgeting and evaluation capability in tde UN Secretariat;
Improved central management and leadership) in the U.1
Secretariat;
data-gathering
research and
policy analysis,
issues;
and social capability
economic
on international
inBettor
the Secretariat
Increased efficiency and effectiveness in development assistance
pro rams.
Our efforts will concentrate on full implementation of this program
in the months ahead.
Peter coordination of UN system technical assistance

'rlie most practical approach to assure that the UN technical
assistance activities make effective contributions to development
hinges on three conditions: first, that technical assistance programs
be rimarily funded by voluntary contributions, centrally coordinated
anil programmed by the UND'P; second, that supporting technical
assistance by assessled contributions to the specialized agencies co(0.plmnent the work of UNDP, provide common bonefitwwhiah ma" be
enjoyed by countries other than the primary recipient nation, and be
limited in scale; and third, that voluntary contributions be placed on a
firmer, more assured, long-term basis.
It will be1 our policy, therefore,
To sustain the UN)1P as the major channel for U.S. voluntary
contributions for the technical assistance programs of the UN
system;
To support a strengthened role for the UNDP representatives;
To support an enhanced role for the UNDP in setting stand.

ards for project appraisal, execution, monitoring, evaluation,
data-gathering, and quality control;
To press, simultaneously, for reduced direct involvement, by
UNDP headquarters in the details of appraisal, execution, and
monitoring of individual projects;.%To work through alpprol)riate intergovernmental bodies such
as the ECOSOC Committee on Program Coordination in order
to obtain from responsible Secretariats compatible information on
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technical assistance activities and programing, budgeting and
accounting methods so that governments can better formulate a
coherent policy to guide the constituent programs;
To support an expansion of evaluation efforts within the UN
system, in particular by the Joint Inspection Unit;
To work towards long-term voluntary pledges by donors for
the technical assistance activities in the UN system; and
To work with other donors toward a common approach, to
technical assistance in assessed budgets of the specialized agencies.
Improving U.S. participation
We must improve our capability to manage U.S. participation in
the work of the organizations and programs of the UN system.
To this end, we must:
Insure that our policy objectives in each UN agency are coordinated and integrated with overall U.S. foreign policy objectivesMonitor continuously U.S. participation in each international
organization and program; identify and analyze problem areas,
and establish policy objectives with regard to each of these
multilateral institutions;
Assure the most effective involvement of the different Depart.
ments and agencies of the Executive Branch in the activities of
these multilateral institutions; and
Bring our multilateral diplomacy to bear on achieving greater
effectiveness, efficiency and economy within each of the organiza.
tionq and programs of the UN system.
The Department of State is developingg a policy analysis and
resource management process through which we shall endeavor to
formulate annual action programs for each of the UN agencies. I am
expecting the heads of the other responsible Executive Departments
and Agencies to work closely with the Secretary of State to provide
him with whatever assistance is necessary.
Improving the SecretariatoJ the United Nations
The future success or failure of the United Nations will be determined not only by the wisdom and sense of responsibility of its membership, but also by the type and Ruality of the personnel that must
carry out the work of the organization.
As part of any general exploration of possible measures to strengthen
the United Nations, we are prepared with other interested countries
to take common steps toward ensuring promotion of the best qualified
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REPORT OF TIlE SECRETARY OF STATE TO THE PRESIDENT ON REFORM AND RESTRUCTURING OF THE
UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM
ACRONYMS AND SHORT FORMS

ACABQ

-Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary
Questions
('ERDS -Chartcr of Economic Rights and Duties of States
(1 EC
-C conference on International Economic Cooperation
('('I)
-C('onference of the ('ommittee on Disarmament
DAC
-Development Assistance Committee of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation anti Development
E('OSOC -Economic and Social Council
FA)
--Food and Agriculture Organization
IAEA
-Interinational Atomic Energy Agency
I('A()
-International Civil Aviation Organization
1(1
-international Court of Justice
IIAI)
-International Fund for Agricultural Development
I1,0)
-International Labor Organization
IM('O
-International Maritime Consultative Organization
0E'CD
-Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
ONOUC
-UN Force in the Congo
OPECI
-Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
UNI)OF -UN Disengagement Observation Force
UNI)PJ
-UN Development Program
UNEF'
--UN Emergency Force
UNES('O -UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
UNFICYP-UN Force in ('yprus.
UNICEF' -UN ('hildren's F'und
UN'I'EA -UN Temporary Executive Authority
UNTS() -UN Truce Supervision Organization
Wl!O
-World Health Organization
WI P0
-World Intellectual Property Organization
WM()
---World Meterological Organization

INTRODUCTION

In the Foreign Relations Authorization Adt for fiscal year 1978

(Public Law 95-105), the ('ongress requested in Section 503 a report

from the President on reform and restruetu ring of the United Nations
System.
The I)epartment of State has un(ldertnken a review of the specific
issues raised in Section 50:1 ais well as other p)rop)osals relating to UN
(9)
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reform. The following sections present a ,detailed analysis of these
various issues as well as Department of State recommendations for

future courses of fiction.

I. PEACE, SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAi, LAW
Establishing more effective UN machinery for the peaceful settlement of
disputes
There is no area of UN activity in which it is more im portant to
make pr,.gress than in that of the peaceful settlement of disputes.
The responsibility which the Charter places on MeXlmbr States to
settle their differences by peaceful means is clear. Pursuant to Article
33, a Member State which is a party to a dispute, the continuance of
which is likely to endanger the maintenance of peace anl security,
is called upon, .s a matter of legal obligation, to seek a solution through
thle wide range of methods specified in the Article-neg,.tiation,
inquiry, mnediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement,
resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means.
As has hien the case With regard to most of its fiehls of activity, the
United Nations has been called upon to perform its peaceful settlement
functions tinder conditions vastly different from those envisaged when
the Charter was drafted. In the years of its existence tho Organization
has had to function in an unsettled, often divided and even revolt.
tionary world. It is not surprising-though disappointing-tthat the
record of the United Nations in peaceful settlement and accommodation has fallen short of the hopes originally entertained for it.
In fact, while States which are party to a dispute will often, although
not always, engage in negotiations in an effort to seek a solution,
resort by States to institutionalized third-party dispute settlement
procedures ii fairly rar'. This state of affairs periodically generates
initiatives for institutional reforms and proposals for new machinery
fnd procedures. Although certain increases in efficiency an I decreases
in costs might well be possible in existing machinery for the peaceful
settlement of disputes, it would seem most doubtful that such reforms
or even the establishment of ntw institutions would by themselves
persuade parties to a dispute to have more frequent recourse to thirdlarty
Thisdispute
is not settlement.
to say that increased efficiency in existing machinery
should not be sought. On the contrary, if the benefits are demonstrable,
we are prepared to support a)propriaite reform. However, the estab.
lishment of entirely now machinery whose use would depend on the
initiative of Member States parties to a dispute would, ati this time
probably have the effect of simply increasing the size mnd expense of
international bureaucracies without adding significantly to the use
mode of available services for settlement of disputes.
'Ieh P'ermanent (Court of Arbitration, for example, offer-s it variety
of services, readily available to States, including the publication of a
current list of (1
ist-innguislied arbitrators who.e assistance can be
soicitedl at any time, either singly or in whatever combinations are
acceptable to the parties concernedl.
']'he 1975 Report. of the Se.r,,tary General to the General As;sembly
on Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes lists a number of
institutions and procedures established under UN auspices, including
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the Revised General Act for tile Pacific Settlement of InternationaDisputes, the Panel for Inquiry and Conciliation, the Peace Observal
tLion Comnission, and the Register of Exports for Fact Finding. These
institutions and p)rocedurei have been little, if ever, utilized.
Given tile geporal reticence of States to stibmit their Iwoblems to
third parties, it does not seem likely that establishment of now bodies
or p)anels to offer services in the field of arbitration, conciliation or
mediation would induce M\Iember States to make greater use of them
even if, as has been suggested, these were to be more closely connected
to the Seeurity Counci[- .
In the faco of this situation there are nevertheless, certain steps
which we can take to make more meaningful anti effective the Charter
provisions (lealing with peaceful settlement of displites.
We should call upon other ,lemiher States to join with us in examining why the existing machinery has renlailed so little used( and to
explore ways, of increasing the awareness of Governments of the
facilities which are available. We should also work with other U N
members in examining proposals for reform of or addition to these
facilities.
For our own part, the Secretaity of State will conduc.O a thorough
examination of existing multilateral agreements, procedures 01n1(
mechanisms designed to promote the peaceful settlement of disputes
with a view to joining, revitalizing and promoting the uie of those
measures which we believe can hefl) make a meaningful coatribution
to the peaceful settlement of disputes.
In addition, it will be our policy, whenever the United States is a
party to it dispute the continuance of which is likely to endanger tile
maintenance of peace and security, to give active anti favorable
conservation to utilizing such UN dlispute settlement procedures or
mechanisms as would be appropriate to the particular dispute in
question.
To facilitate the dispatch of fact-finding missions, the United
States position has long been that their establishment by the Security
Council is a procedural matter. It is therefore not subject to the veto
so long as the mandate of a fact-finding mission is clear anti nonprejudicial. This view should continue to govern our treatment of
thils type in question.
We are also prepared to join with the other permanent members of
the Security Council in a formal, joint statement to this effect which,
by building on the statement issued by the Four Sponsoring Governments of the San Francisco Conference on June 8, 1945 (later joined
by France), would further define the area of procedural questions
not subject to the veto.
In this connection, it should be noted that Article 27(3) of the
Charter already provides that where a member of the Security Council,
including a permanent member, is a party to a dispute which is the
subject of (.ouncil recommendcat ions looking to peaceful settlement
under Chapter VI, the member shall abstain from voting.
As-n aspect of the problem of strengthening the role of the Security
Council in respect of the maintenance of peace anti security, it should
be recalled that, Japan has for some time entertained the desire to
attain a permanent seat on the Secuirity Council, on which it has
served four times in the past as a rotational non-permanent member.
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We continue to hold the position which President Carter expressed
to Prime Minister Fukuda (luring his visit to Washington in March
1977, namely, that Japan is, in our view, fully qualified to become a
permanent member of the Security Council.
In the last analysis, as with other parts of the UN structure, the
effectiveness of the'Security Council depends on the extent and manner
in which the Member States put it to use. Our policy of making the
fullest possible constructive usn of tile United Nations applies no less
with respect to the Council itself,
Role of the Security Council
Within the structure of the United Nations, the Security Council is
assigned a central function in the fldl of peaceful settlement of dis.potes. We believe that the role of the Council in encouraging and
assisting the peaceful resolution of disputes likely to endanger the
peac'o can lbe strengthened in various ways.
The use of small groups of Council members. to undertake a media.
tory role in dispmte situations is still another example of ways in
which we c(n make more effective use of the facilities of the Council
in this area.
W~e lso favor holing annual private meetings of the Security
council l at the Foreign Minister level for tilt purpose of reviewing
the state of worhl pe).eo lind security in the light of reports preparedi
by the Secretary General for this iltrli)ose.
We have been conc(erne(d that the Securivy Council has not been
used as fully and effectively as it might bu in adldressing situations
that endanger international peace an( security or have the potential

of doing so. rhe Secretary of State will explore witth the permanent

members of the Council and others concerned 1)ossible procedures for
making greater use of the Cotncil and engaging it more routinely in
the search for ways to resolve threats to the peace.
To establish the facts in a situation of dispute is often an essential
first step in the r(•WceS of peaceful resolution of the conflict. The
United States has often urged both tile Security Council and tile
General Assembly to make better and more frequent use of factfinding mnachinery and to base conclusions and recommendations more
early' on the facts thus provided. It will be our policy, whenever
the N-curity ('ouncil is seized of a situation of dispute or conflict
which endangers international peace and security, to use technology
available to us from aircraft reconnaissance to share with the Council
pertinent factual information, when the parties to a dispute agree.
For example, the practice which has recently evolved in the Security
Council of holding more frequent scheduled but informal consultations
might well be a procedure that could serve its well for the early
examination of situations of dispute. The establishment by the Council
of subcommittees, either of the whole or of part of the membership,
for the l)uirpose of following tip on recommendations or other actions
of the councill , or alternatively of developing recommendations for
Council c'onsileration in connection with attempts to facilitate peaceful
settlement of disputes are aldditional examples of useful app'oanhes
which we shall ninge for consideration by the other permanent members
of the Security councill .
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Role of the Secretary GeneralI
Finally, no consideration of tile machinery available in the United
Nations in the area of peaceful settlement of disputes would be
complete without reference to the Secretary General. Under Article
9R of the Charter, the Secretar, General has recurrently been entrusted with important responsibilities in respect of the maintenance
of international peace and security. The powers given to the Secretary
General by Article 09 of the carterer, pursuianit to which he may
"bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter which
in his opinion nmay threaten the maintenance of international lpeaco
and security", further underline the important responsibility placed
upon him for hel ping make the Organization effective in this regard.
T'he record of the United Nations in the field of peaceful settlement
illustrates thle waps in which the Secretary General can bring to
bear tile political influence and prestige of his Office, either directly
or through his personal representatives, in efforts to resolve disputes.
The manner ill which the Secretary General is able to contribute
his services to this end in the future will in good part determine
tile success, or failure of the Organization to effect, peaceful settlement
of conflicts.
It should be our n)olicy to encourage and sustain all appropriate
actions by the Secretary General in this regard.
The Secretary General also hears princilal responsibility for tile
coiidilct of UN )ea(cekeepingip operations, a resl)onsibilitv which lie
anil his staff have (al'rie( out with great ability an(l eItectiveness.
'rlTe United States should (ontinuo to encourage and insist uion the
Secretary General's primary responsibility in the conduct of peacekeeping operations, as (listincet from the ultimate authority for estabIlishing tile inandate of such operations Which lies with the Seculity
( 'ouncil.
I•lowering greater use of the International ('ourt of Justice
At tile time of its establishment as the principal judicial organ of
tle United Nations it was hoped that the International Court of
Justice, (ICJ) would Colme to pllay a major role in the peaceful settlement of international disputess through tile application and develol)ment of international law and legal procedures. Unfortunately, the
facilities offered by the ('ourt have remained largely underutilized.
Ill fact, use of the Court has diminishied to thle point that at, times
there have been no clises at all on its (locket. This situation has been
the source of considerable concern and has led to recurrent efforts
to find correctives.
In 1970, the United States initrothueed into the UN General Asseml)l\v an agenda item specifically intended to focus renewed internatitlonal attent ion on the Court, with the )art icular gold of encouragilng greater use of tile C(ourt for the settlement of disputes . Among
Ihe principal suggestlions we Made wore expansion of the Court's
jurisdict ion, broadening assess to the Couirt's advi,:ory opinion
)rovetlures, silmplification of the Rules of Court in order to reduce
costs anld time (helays, and increased flexibility in the use of chambers
(ounisting of lessth the Court C11
balle.
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The General Assembly polled States on their views regarding the
role of tile Court and debated the item at some length in 1970, 1971
and 1972. However, there were such fundamental differences of
view on the proper role of the Court and on what new steps should
be taken by Xlember States to invigorate it that the item was con.
sidered only perfunctorily or not at all in 1973 and 1974. In 1975,
unable to agree on any concrete, positive measures, the General
Assembly contented itself with the adoltion of a resolution, inter
ilia, exhorting States to consider the services of the Court for the
pjPC'efil settlement of disputes. The recommendations of the General
Assembly seem to have made little inl)act on the attitudes of Member
States regarding use cf the Court.
At. least in part in response to the initial UN debates, the Court
undertook whaat has been, to this (late its only reform. After a detailed
and thorough review of its own rules of prociluire, the Court adopted
in 1972 a number of significant modifications designed to make use
of the Court less complicated, less protracted, and less expensive.
The most important change, and one which is based on tile proposals
sudbmitted to the Secretary General by the United States, permits
the use of c(hanulbers of the' Court in situations where recourse to the
full ('o'rt is unattractive to the parties. Moreover, the Court will
considerer the preferences of tile parties in determining which members
of the Court will comp)rise a,chamber and will permit the chamber to
sit at a site convenient to the parties and to follow procedures preferred by them. This reform hles. potential for encouraging greater
use of the Court, providing as it does for a regionally or functionally
oriented bench, or it bench composed of a minority of the Court
satisfactory, to tile parties. It could also lead in time to lower costs,
litigation of briefer duration, and less formality. A Court with such
characteristics would presumably be more attractive as a third-party
recours.0 in case of disputes.
As with the General Assembly recommendations, these reforms
have not, as yet, increased use of the (ourt. This is, in large part,
(lue to a wi(lespread reserve among States towards third-party
dispute settlements, particularly of a binding character. Communist
States have particularly opposed third-party settlements, while
some Third World countries seem to view the ('ourt as a creation of
Western legal systems and have been cool towards expanding its role.
The United States has nevertheless continued to encourage greater
lisp of the Court. Most recently, in response to Senate Resolution 78
of May 9, 1974, the State Department submitted in 1970 a major
study on widening access to the Court. It recommends expanding the
jurisdlictional capacity of the Court through a "preliminary opinion"
p)rocedure; by according the United Nations the right to appear before
the (Court its a party in contentious proceedings (where so authorized
in regard to specific issues both by two-thirds of the Genral Assembly
and fly the Security Council, including its permanent members); and
by enlarging the roster of international organizations authorized to
seek advisory opinions front it. Ilhe most useful of these recommendations may |he the "preliminary opinion" procedure, under which
appellate national courts should refer any question of international law
to the ICJ for its advisory opinion whenever it was thle judgment of
the national court that such a reference would be desirable before it
rendered its own final decision.
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This procedure would permit individuals, corporations and other
parties not now able to appear before the Court to have indirect access
to the Court on questions of international law essential to their
courses of action, whenever a national appellate court chooses to util.
ize the procedure.
Implementation of the recommendations contained in the 1976
Department of State study would, in the Department's view, largely
require amendment of the Court's Statute which must be accomplished
in the same way as amendment of the Chiarter.
We support, )ending further exploration of the broader question of
whether to seek to open the Charter and Statute for amendment,
incorporation into the Statute of the Court of an advisory "preliminary opinion" recourse from national appelate courts to the International Court of Justice on issues of international law.
There are, in addition other steps which the United States can
take to enhance the use ol the Court which do not require amendment
to the Charter or Statute. Since 1946, the United States has committed
itself without reservation, to the jurisdiction of the Court in 34 multilateral treaties and 21 bilateral agreements with respect to disputes
arising under them. This is an effective way of widening the Court's
jurisdiction which is readily available to us.
It shouldl be our policy to examine every treaty which the United
States negotiates with a view to accepting the jurisdiction of the Intertuitional Court of Justice in respect of disputes arising under the treaty,
piuiuant to Article 3, paragraph 1, of the Court's Statute. Where one
of the parties to the treaty will not accept the Court's jurisdiction,
every effort will be niadlo to include another appropriate dispute
settlement provision.
In ad(lition, we recommend that this Department undertake a
thorough study of existing disputes with other States with a view to
identifying those which could appropriately be submitted to the Court,

in fulfillment of our pledge that, whenever legal disputes arise with
other countries, the United States will give active and favorable considleration to the possibility of submitting them to the "ourt.
In regard to any American proposals to expand the use of and
strengthen the Court, we are likely to hear that reform should begin

at home. '1'he continued limitation upon U.S. acceptance of the Court's
romypulsory jurisdiction iruposed by the Connally Reservation is an

obstacle to U.S. leadership for reform in this fleld.
So long as the United States insists on the Connally Reservation,

the merits of other U.S. suggestions and proposals are likely to be

prejudiced.
Under the so-called "optional clause" of the Court's Statute, Article
36, paragraph 2, States may declaree that they recognize the Court's
compulsory juris(liction in certain categories of legal.disputes in relation to any other State accej)ting tile same obligation. The United
States declaration provides that it does not ap)ply to disp)utes esseintially within U.S. omestic
i
jurisdiction "as determined by the United

Stutes--the (uoted words being the Connally Reservation.
The Connalty Reservation, which conflicts with the provision in the
Court's Statute that the Court shall determine what matters are
within its juris(liction, has caused other States to question U.S. confidence in the Court and it (or its equivalent) in other States has been
Used as a means to defeat tile Court's consideration of legal issues
which are clearly international in character.
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The Department of State is on record that the Reservation does
not provide the United States with any substantial benefit, and every
Administration since that of President Eisenhower has urged its repeal.
At an appropriate time, we shall recommend that the Senate reexamine the Connally Reservation with a view to its withdrawal and
thie filing of a new adherence to the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Court without the Reservation.
Strengthening the UN's peacekeeping capabilities
The term "peacekeeping" does not aappear in the Charter, even
though the maintenance of international peace and security is the
UN's primary objective. UN poacekeeping today has come to mean
military interposition and observation with the consent of the disputants (in contrast to the recommendation of the Security Council
of June 27, 1950 that Member States give assistance to the Republic
of Korea). It is unquestionably the most successful of the UN's
activities in the field of peace and security.
UN peacekeeping operations have never been used for the purpose
of preventing or halting aggression by military force, as foreseen in
ChapOter VII of the Charter. Instead, they have been used to assist in
the Implementation of agreements already reached, to perform local
policy functions and in general to avoid the escalation of local conflicts.
The initial success of the first United Nations Emergency Force
(UNEF) in the late 1950's in supervising the ces-sation of hostilities
andl performing related functions along the Egy'ptian-lsraeli armistice
demarcation line opened the way to decisions to undertake similar
peacekeeping actions in the Congo in 1960 (ONUC), in West Irian ni
1962 (UNTEA) and in (l'yrus in 1964 (UNFICYP).
Following the resumption of Arab-Israeli hostilities in 1973, the
Security Council decided to establish the second UN Emergency Force
to supervise the ceasefire and maintain the lines of separation between
Egypt and Israel. Tihe mandate was drawn so as to ensure that the
force could not, be unilaterally withdrawn by one of the parties, as
occurred in 1067. In a related action the Security Council in 1974
authorized the relationn of thle UN Disengagement Observer Force
(UNDOF) to assist in the maintenance of the agreements to disengage
Israeli and Syrian forces on t(ie Golan Heights.
Thus, over the years, the UN role has been critical in maintaining
stability and in gaining time for resolution of underlying polioticai
problems in many of tlhe world's most troubled areas. At t lie same
time, starting with the Congo, the UN's peacekeeping activities gave
rise to sharp dlifferences between Security Council members, specifically
the United States and the U.S.S.R., oil such questions as the relative
authority of the ,Security Council and the Secretary General over the
establishment and conduct of operations. The question of financing
peacekeeping operations developedI into a major dispute in the 1900's,
particularly between the United States and U.S.S.R.
We believe that further efforts should be made to strengthen the
UN's capabilities in this field along the lines discussed below. As
already noted, UN peacekeeping is for the most part highly effective;
we see no reason to tinker for the sake of tinkering. '1hus, our suggestions are relatively modest steps designed to help place the UN's
capability in this area on a firmer basis. We do not believe that a
permanent, standby UN military body or an individually UN-
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recruited international police force is politically feasible, or, at present,
necessary. On the other hand, we do believe it desirable to have a
reasonable number of highly trained military personnel ready to be
called on short notice for peacekeeping and observation assignments.
In short, we believe these ideas, if put into effect, would make UN
peacekeeping an even more flexible and effective option dealing with
crisis situations.
1. UN Peacekeeping Reserve.-We propose exploring the possi-

bilities of having UN Members who have not done so earmark troop
contingents with a view to establishing a UN Peacekeeping Reserve
composed of national contingents trained in peacekeeping fnctions.
These could be either combatant or logistics units and should be
available for service on short notice upon call by the United Nations.
Where countries are prepared to go beyond simply earmarking and
actually put designated contingents on a standby basis as a ready
reserve we would encourage them to do so. Should it appear that
countries were prepared to respond favorably we would support 1-0

questing the -Scretary General to invite iii countries wishing to
participated in future UN peacekeeping missions to inform him ofthe
type and size of troop contingents which they would be prepared to
make available. Member States not in a position to provide military
units might earmark other facilities, such as use of military bases for
staging areas. It should be noted that some countries, notably Canada
and a number of Scandinavian countries, have already established
peacekeeping as a mission of their armed forces.
2. U.S. (Iontributions.-We recommend that the United States be
prepared, upon receipt of a request from the Secretary General, to
assist with airlift of troops and equipment required for establishing a
UN peacekeeping force authorized by the Security Council.

In order to be in a position to respond quickly to such a call, we
propose that the Department of Defense initiate whatever contingency
planning may be necessary.
We are also prepared to examine sympathetically, on a caseby-case ba-sis, tile possibility of not requiring reimbursement
for
the provision of airlift facilities. The Secretary of State has the

delegated authority to make this determination for the President,
after cotnsulting with the Secretary of Defense, under the UN Participation Act.

3. Training and Technical Eqiiipntent for I'eacekeeping Units and
Obserrers.--We believe that steps should be taken with a view to
making the UN Peacekeeping Reserve a coherent force that would

be immediately effective should circumstances require its use. To
tlis, enil, we recommend exploring with other UN members arrangements for training of earmarked contingents by the United Nations

in peaeekeeping methods. Indeed, adequate training of officers
and perhaps N(C'O's might be considered a preconlition to partici-

pation. The United Nations and prospective participating countries
might contract with i appropriate institutions or facilities for such
training which might inchlule both seminars and field excerises.
Aternatively, some form of UN Stair and Training College might
be established for this uIrpl•ose. Training might initially be conceived
with a view to preparing officers, to train their own national contingents for peacekeeping operations.
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We also propose exploring with other countries the possibility
of developing a training program for personnel designated to serve
on UN oltserver missions. Countries providing observers would be
asked to make them available for training one or two months prior
to undertaking such duty. Training might be conducted at UN Head.
quarters or at the headquarters of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO).
In this connection we should be prepared to examine with the
United Nations possible ways of upgrading the technical equipment
available to observer missions an( peacekeeping forces and of enhancing their observation and communications capabilities through
the use of or access to modern technologies available in those flelds.
4. Administration and Logistice.-We believe that. it would be
useful for the Secretary General to undertake a study of adlministrative
and logistics problems connected with UN peacekeeping and we
believe the United States should explore the interest in such a study
with other Member States. The objective of the study would be to
develop recommendations for streamlining and systematizing pro.
cedure, for establishing and operating pencekeoping forces including
recourse to commercial supplies where appropriate.
5. Special Comrmittee on Peacekeeping Operations.-The United
States has partici)atcd in the work of the Special Committee on
Peacekeeping Operations since its establishment by the General
Assembly in 1965. Some progress has been made towardls consensus on
principles intended to serve ai general guidelines for the establishment
and conduct of future peacekeeping operations. We intend to continue
to pursue this effort in order to facilitate agreement on further peacekee)ring ventures that the United Nations mnay find necessary to
undertake.
6. Financing Peacekeeping Operations.-The manner in which the
financial support for UN penaekeeping Operations is to be provided
has been a central aspect of the prol)lem of strengthening tle capabilities of the United Nations in tie field of maintaining international
peace and security.
While each peacekeeping operation must he considered ont its merits
and while equitable sharing of oests is necessary as a concomitant to
political commitment to the undertaking, there has developed a widespreaad view that special methods of financing should be devised for
large-scu.le operations involving sizeable contingents of troops. For
example, the Presidential commissionn for the Observance of tlie 25th
Anniversary of the United Nations, usually referred to as tile Lodge
('ommiS.ion, proposed the creation of a special fund to meet the costs
of initiating large-scale peacekeeping operations.
Although peWcekeeping operations have not in the past been
signmificantly hampered tor want of financial re-sources, the ready
availability of at least an initial sum sufficient to permit the launching
of even a sizeable l)eacekeep)ing operation would put the United'
Nations in a stronger position to move quickly when required. It. is
relevant to note that, without ap)ropriation or apportionment of
funds by thle General Assembly, thle Secretary General is restricted
to (1) entering into commitments not exceeding a total of $2 million
in any one year for matters relating to the maintenance of peace and
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security or (2) entering into commitments up to $10 million for the
same purpose
with theonprior
concurrence of
General Assembly's
Questions
andtheBudgetary
Administrative
Advisory Committee
(ACABO). Commitments in excess of $10 million require the Secretary
General to call for a special session of the General Assembly.
We therefore recommend that the U.S. explore with other Member
States, and particularly the other permanent members of the Security
Council, the possibility of establishing for this purpose a Special
Peacekeeping Fund to be available to help cover the initial costs of
peacekeeping operations authorized by the Security Council, under

such conditions as might be determined by it. The Fund might be in
the order of $100 million and might be constituted over a reasonable

period through supplemental special assessments against Member
-tates, voluntary contributions or by using resources that might

become available to the United Nations in other appropriate ways.
Strengthening the UN role in disarmament
Since its inception, the United Nations has had disarmoment as one
of its major goals. The subject has consistently been an important item

on the agenda of the General Assembly.

In the spring or this year, jursulant to a deeiion of the General
Assembly, there will convene in New York a Special Session on Dis-

armament. This meeting will be the largest, most representative
gatlwring ever assembled to give exclusive consideration to this
question. The Sp)ecial Session will also provide an important opportunity to consider what steps might be taken to strengthen the role
of the United Nations in this field.

Over the last ten years, there has been increasing insistence in the
Tlnitedl Nationq by Ihird World Member States for a more significant
role in the disarmament process. This was last reflected in the enlargement of the ('onference of the Committee on Disarmament (C('D)
from 25 to 31 members in 1975.
Beyond this, however, there has been pressure for allocation to the
UniteI Nations itself of not only a consultative role which influences
the disarnement process, such ias is already afforded in the debates
and recommendations of the General Assembly, but a more active role
in acttially determining policy. In certain circumstances, particularly
with the growing access to sophisticated arms and military technology,
there may be value in involving in the negotiating process countries
other than the traditional and more important actors in the disarmament field. However, this consideration must be balanced against the

greater complexity that would be introduced into already highly

complex and difficult negotiations.
Although some institutional andt procedural changes in the Umted
Nations could be beneficial to disarmament negotiations, such changes
alone would not make a major contribution to progress in disarmament. Differences over substantive issues, not institutional factors,

are the principal obstacles to arriving at disarmament agreements.
In any case, a first step should be to ensure that existing institutions
and procedures are being used to their maximum effectiveness.

In preparation for the Special Session on Disarmament, member
governments at the UN, including the U.S. Government, are re-
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examining alternative ways in which the United Nations could better
deal with arms control and disarmament issues. The steps being considered include the following:
There have been numerous suggestions for a reorganization
of the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, such as
through (a) enlargement of membership, (b) establishment of
two categories of members--permane, t members and a rotating
secondary membership, (e) opening participation to an unlimited
membership of observers, and (d) formalizing tile connection
between the United Nations and the Conference, i.e., that the
Conference be made a sutbsidary organ of the United Nations.
There have been several proposals to establish additional
mechanimnq within the United Nations to deal with disarmament
i-sues on a broader multilateral basis than now exists. Among
these is a proposal for periodical meetings of all Member States
to review and up-date dis-armament objectives. This could be
(lone, for example, by holding Special Sessions on Disarmament
every two to five years. These sessions would focus world attention on disarmament issues and could stimulate greater edulcational research and political interest.
Another proposal calls for the establishment of a UN mechanism charged with keeping records on the global arms trade and
monitoring world military expenditures to provide more comprehensive information in this field.
At present the UN Center for Disarmament prepares the
tJnited Nations Disarmament Yearbook and most recently has
been authorized to publish a disarmament poriodical. The Center
also prepares background pap ers re( iired for disarmament meetings such as the forthcoming Special Session. It has been suggested
that this office be expanded to include a section on multilateral
research in areas of conflict management and disarmament, thus
changing the direction of its activities from passive preparation
of statistics to that of an active, independent global disarmament
research center.
There has been a move to reconvene the United Nations Disarmament Commission with the suggestion that it serve as a
forum for consideration of draft conventions negotiated in forums
with a more limited memberships, such as the CCD. Another
suggestion is that it act as a central multilateral d(isaermament
organ with all other negotiating bodies, such as the CCD, actingr
as subcommis•sions with limited assigned responsibilities. As witfl
any proposal calling for a disarmament forum with a large membership, there is the danger of inherent unwieldiness in the
negotiation of actual treaty texts.
Undor current procedures other political questions are considered along with arms control ainm disarmament items in the
First, Committee. There is a growing feeling that disarmament is
of sufficient significance to constitute the sole agenda item in a
.iecial committee. The transfer of other items currently considered by the First Committee to the Special Political Comiut tee, for example, would allow the First Committee to deal
solely with arms control and disarmament problems.
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At present, the First Committee of the General Assembly
considers all disarmament questions placed before it. It has been
suggested that tile number of agenda items on disarmament be
limited for each General Assembly session, thus requiring priority
items to be more clearly defined. Small groups could be set up to
discuss the more important questions raised within the. First
Committee. This would allow more time for consideration of
individual items in depth and for the development of consensuts
on important questions. Another way of establishing a more
useful disarilament agenda would be to institute biennial or
triennial inscription of items on the agenda of the General
Assembly. Annual inscription has often led to repetitive discussion
and unnecessary rhetorical posturing. By reducing the total time
available for disarmament discussion, biennial or triennial inscription of items would help focus consideration on items clearly
deserving study and attention by governments.
Another suggestion is to determine whether any delegation
intends to make specific proposals for General Assemblh' consideration with regard to a given item. If it were (lear that no
delegation intended to make such proposals, the First Committee
migt recommend that consideration of the items be postponed
to a subsequent General Assembly. In addition, procedures
might be instituted to limit the time spent in general debate,
thus freeing more time for the consideration of substantive
proposals.
We would support an expansion or change in the role of the United
Nations in the field of disarmament provided that any modification
of or addition to organizational arrangements in the United NMtions
and its approaches to arms control results in an advancement of
mutually acceptable goals and more effective arms control techniques. Shouldi any proposals be demonstrated to be conducive
to these objectives we will embrace them; should any proposal
offer promise of advancing the cause of worldwide disarmament,
we will support it.
11. Tina DECISIONMAKUNo PiROCFESS INTHE UNITED NATIONS

Background
At the San Francisco Conference the framers of the United Nations
Charter based the voting procedure which was to apply in the Organization on the principle of the sovereign equality of states. Theoretically, it wouh| have been possible to devise a system of voting that
would have accordedlMember States a voting strength more commensurate with population, economic size, military strength or some
combination of traditional measures of national power. But the pracfor
of achieving a reemwnt on nit appropriate
tical
great, hisvotingdiflilculty
in the* General
Assembly was considered to be. soformula
torical concepts of the sovereign equality of states so strong and the
special status accorded the major powers in the Security council l so
sin•gilicnnt that the matter was not given serious consideration either
at Dumbarton Oaks or at, San Francisco. Thus, except for the Security
(C'ouncil, the time-honored doctrine of ome-state, one-vote was written

into the Charter. (Within the UN system exceptiomns to the one-state,
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one-vote formula are found in the international Onancial institutions
and the ILO).
Concern has often been expressed that resolutions of the General
Assembly could theoretically be adopted by the vote of Member
States accounting for only a very small fraction of contributions to
the Organization and of the world's population. These concerns have
persisted even though an examination of the record reveals that the
real situation is quite different: Third World countries representing
a significant majority of the world's population often adopt resolutions,
particularly on questions of a North-South or colonial character,
which are not acceptable to a significant number of the principal
contributors to the United Nations. By contrast the parliamentary
situation on political questions varies according to the issue and, in
general, is much more fluid.
Another fear, often expressed, is that the Third World majority
will use the treaty obligation of Member States to pay their assessments
for the expenditures of the Organization as a device to force largo

scale resource transfers from the industrialized nations to developing
countries. Again the record shows these fears to be misplaced. Efforts
to establish mandatory resource transfer devices of any significance
have been consistently sidetracked precisely because all Member
States recognize that to press seriously for such action would raise
major constitutional problems for the O0nited Nations.
Proposalsfor wieighted Wting in the GeneralA88embly

Proposals for weighted voting in the General Assembly are not new.
'rhe', have engaged the attention of Government officials and political

scien tists almost, from the :" option of the United Nations. A wide
variety of possible weighted voting formulas has been constructed and
analysed aimed at better reflecting the political, military and economic
strewn, gth of Member States, the size of their lpopurlations, their consequent ability, to.play an effective part in world, affairs and their
capabilities for giving concrete support to actions called for by UN
resolutions.
Some proposals have called for the introduction of weighted voting
in the General Assembly on an across-the-board basis. Others have
envisaged the application of a weighted voting procedure only to
certain specified types of questions, such as those involving budgetary
matters.
Related proposals have urged amendment of the rules of procedure
to include as states present and voting those states abstaining on a
vote (at present they are not, which means that resolutions may be
approved with the support of only a minority of the membership of
the United Nations), or establishment of a special budget committee

which would give major contributors control with respect to United
Nations financial matters or at least assure that no decisions on such
matters could be taken over their objections.
In eons;leriig the derision-making process in the United Nations,
it is implorant to bear in mind that, while the one-state, one-vote
procedure for expressing the sense of the General Assembly is from
many points of view IIinsatisfactory, the incorporation of this principle
in the Charter was balanced by giving the Assembly only recommendatoryt powers.
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In addition, by giving the permanent members of the Security
Council the right of veto, a very important form of weighted voting
was introduced by the drafters of the Charter into this central organ
of the United Nations. This means that the United States is the beneficiary of an important privilege as regards voting power in the crucial
area of peace and security. Moreover, as a major power and a permanent, member of the Security Council, the United States is accorded a
further privileged position in the organization through practically
automatic election to any UN forum-governing bodies, commissions
or committees-in which it desires membership.
Finally, while the General Assembly can study, debate, and rec.
ommend, it cannot legislate. Apart from approval of the budget
and adoption of a scale of assessment, as well as certain elective and
appointive responsibilities (such as electing non-permament members
of the Security Council and the secretary General upon recommendation of the Security Council), the General Assembly cannot make
decisions which are binding on its members or on the specialized
agencies which are autonomous. Binding decisions can be made only
in the Security Council concerning action with respect to threats to
peace, breaches of the peace an(l acts of aggression.
Nevertheless, General Assembly actions to a largo extent do establish the context and atmosphere within which issues are addressed,
both inside and outside the United Nations. For this reason they
a•sume a political importance that often far exceeds their legal
significance. Moreover, unanimously adopted resolutions of the
General Assembly, which purport to be declaratory of international
law or which interpret Charter obligations are legally influential.
Also, the content and orientation of General Assembly debates
themselves have a considerable impact on the climate of intellectual
opinion in the world and on the way in which problems of general
concern are perceived. Consequently, even though most General
Assembly resolutions are recommendatory in nature only, they are
important and the United States must be concerned by trends adverse
to it-s interests.
Other factors have further contributed to concern regarding the
manner in which decisions are arrived at in the General Assembly:
the increased importance which international economic problems
have assumed in the UN agenda in recent years, the simultaneous
development of a common front of developing countries for the
treatment of these problems, and the need to give due weight to
the interests of the industrialized countries if a sufficient basis for
meaningful recommendations in this area is to be established.
The IAldge Commission examined the question of introducing
a weighted voting system into the United Nations. It concluded
that thllere wws virtually no prospect for the adoption of a weighted
voting system in the General Assembly in the foreseeable future.
Tnat judgment continues to be valid today.
Vie'gs of der,'loping countries toward weighted rating

In fact, pressure for reform in the United Nations has also been in
the opposite direction, with the developing countries arguing that
weighted voting where it now exists, as n tlle international financial
institutional, is anachronistic-a vestige of an older and now dis-
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credited international order which must be replaced by egalitarian decision-making on the model of the General Assembly. Similar criticism
has been raised concerning the veto power of the permanent members
of the Security Council and particularly when it has been used to
block action even when there appeared otherwise to be a clear global
consensus in support of it.
Such pressures are symptomatic of the increasingly important role
which the developing countries expect to play in the decision-making
process in international organizations. They illustrate the difficulty of
achieving acceptance of any weighted voting formula perceived as
giving a relatively small number of states a controlling voice in UN
decisions.
Because any weighted-voting formula would affect adversely the
large number of small states in the United Nations, the application of
weighted voting on even a limited basis has little likelihood of being
accepted unless it powerful inducement can be offered in return. One
inducement which has been suggested is a reduction in the area of the
veto power in the Security Council,
Modification of the veto power in the Security Council
Proposals for changes in the Charter or for voluntary agreement
among the permanent members to restrict the exercise of veto immediately give rise to two problems: they encourage proposals by other
Member States for more far-reaching changes than any of the permanent members of the Security Council is prepared to accept and they
give rise to objections by one or more of the permanent members to
any dilution of the veto power.
In light of these problems, even proponents in this country of restrictions on the use of the veto power in the Security Council as a
quid pro quo for a change in General Assembly voting procedures
have approached the matter cautiously. Indeed, various proposals
which have been made-e.g., non-use of the veto in cases of establishment of fact-finding missions--apnlear intended primarily to make
acceptable to the bulk of the UK membership significant changes in
General Assembly voting procedures without seriously diluting the
veto power. For that very reason they are not likely to provide an
effective incentive to the bulk of the membership to accept such
trade-off. Conversely, there seems very little reason for the permanent
members of the Security Council to consider either elimination of the
veto or its serious curtailment, as many countries would like, in
exchange for voting procedures of uncertain worth in the General
Assembly.
There is undeniably some attraction in an exchange which would
involve very modest voluntary curtailment of veto rights in the
Security Council-e.g., nonuse of the veto on membelhsilip issues:in return for an iereased voice for major' contributors in budgetary
questions coming before the General Assembly. We are prepared to
explore with other UN members the general attitude towards such
an exchange. Our strong belief, however, is that it would be virtually
impossible to gain consensus for a formula of this kind satisfactory
to the United States. Our efforts would be better employed in seeking
to define with the other perlnanent members areas of Security
Council work with respect to which it would be in the interest of the
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permanent members themselves to exercise voluntary restraint in tile
use of the veto. At the same time we shall continue to explore all
possibilities for achieving agreement on matters coming before the
Council in order to reduce the necessity of invoking the veto to at
minimum.
Alternative approaches

I. Assessment for Technical Assistance.-lt has been suggested that
a willingness on the part of the major contributors to accept assessment
for the purpose of providing resources through the UN budget for
programs of assistance to the developing countries could induce these
countries to accept weighted voting on a limited range of questions,
such as the adop tion of the budget. rhe history of the recent establishment of the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)
could be cited to support the view that if there is prosl)ect of sub)Ip'l)oses,
available for ordevelopment
made contributions
stantial
asset.sment, countries
voluntary
by way ofbeing
whether resources
expecting to benefit from the program will be prepared to accept a
decision-making procedure based on some form of weighted voting
when the donor countries are sufficiently insistent.
In the case of IFAt), a voting formula was agreed upon which pro.
vides that each of the three categories of member states-members of
the Development Assistance Committee of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD-DAC), the countries of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
and the developing countries expected to be beneficiaries of the program-is entitled to one-third of the total number of votes. Within
this context a form of weighted voting is provided for. It should be
noted that IFAD itself is supported by voluntary contributions.
To induce the developing countries to accept weighted voting, even
on a limited basis, it would probably be necessary for the major contributors to agree that the resources to be Irovidedfthrough assessment
for economic development assistance would be of substantial magnitude. It might involve a, a first step, for example, converting UIbDP
with its current annual contributions of some $500 million from a
voluntary program which maximizes donor influence to one financed by
assessment whh maxinmizes recipient control. Such trade-off wouhl
require a drastic departure from our long-standing policy that, except
in ivitricted categories reflecting special needs of the international community, technical assistance activities of the UN system should be
financed by voluntary contributions.
But of greater significance would be the fact that our formal
agreement to an arrangement of this sort would legitimize for the
first time the proposition that the General Assembly has the power
to tax, member states in order to effect large scale resource transfers
from tihe richer to the poorer countries. It wold a-:6u41 a willing.
nes. on the part of each member state to accept collective decisions
on the level of the tax, no matter how high-since no one member
country would have a sufficiently large vote to block such decisions
on its own.
The evolution of the international community and of its global
institution. has not reached the point where such delegation of
sovereign attributes to the United Nations would be acceptable.
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On the contrary, any attempt under present circumstances to excerise
the assessment powers of the General Assembly as a power to tax
would most likely provoke such strong reaction from major contributors as to endanger the consensus upon which the organization
is built. In fact, as already mentioned, no proposals to use the budget
process for this purpose have attracted serious, widespread support.
2. Giving Greater Legal Force to Deci8ios.Arrived at by Weeighted
Voting.-It has also been suggested that it might be possible to
obtain agreement to the use of a weighted voting formula in respect
of certain types of questions, such as those in the area of international
economic cooperation, in return for agreement to treat the resulting
General Assembly decisions as having a legal force beyond recommendations.
It is questionable whether, at this stage in the development of the
United Nations, NMember States are prepared to contemplate the
further restraints on their sovereignty which would result from extending in this manner the area of binding decisions beyond those
provided for under Chapter VI[ of the Charter. In the economic
field, Member States remain extremely reluctant to accept new
obligations. In any case, serious examination of a proposal of this
kind would involve a fundamental reevaluation of the basic concepts
of the Charter and could not be undertaken iin isolation. Despite
these reservations, we are prepared to explore with other Member
States any proposals in this area that seem likely to command significant support.

3. Associate Metnber8hip.--One suggestion related to the problem
of voting in the Genera/ Assembly that has previously been considered in the United Nations concerns the possibility of offering
very small States some type of relaticnship short of full membership.
Such arrangement could, for example, relieve small States of the
burden of paying their share of UN expenses. In return they might
forego their right to vote.
The question of the approHriate relationship to the United
Nations of very small States has been of concern to the United States
for several years. From 1965 to 1974 the United States took the lead in
exploring in the Security Council the possibility of resolving the
problem posed by prospective applications for membership in the
United Nations from so-called "mini-States" through the creation of
a new category of associate membership. U.S. attempts in this direction were motivated, on the one hand, by a concern that applicants
for membership be able to carry out the obligations of the UN Charter
and, on the other hand, by a desire to devise some arrangement which
would provide for close association with the United Nations and
participation in a broad range if its activities in the case of very small
States for whom full membership would impose obligations that might
prove to be onerous.
However, U.S. Ipropostils to this effect received over several years
running inadequate supl)ort and further efforts in this regard were
suspended in 1974.
It has been suggsted in the UN Special Committee on the Charter
that suitable arrangements might be made which would permit very
small States to join the United Nations as "Associate States" with
the same obligations as Member Stattes, except for the financial obli-
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nations as Member States, except for the financial obligations flowing
fm Article 17(2), and with less than the full rights of membership.
Under this suggestion States joining as "Associated States" would
have the right to assume full membership whenever they considered
themselves to be in a position to assume the corresponding financial
obligations.
Given the long history of its own efforts with respect to this problem
and the prospect of the continued addition of very small States to the
community of nations, the United States is ready to join in a further
examination of the possibilities of offering to very small territories
upon their achieving independence the benefits of association with the
United Nations, including the benefits to be derived from such UN

activities as the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)

without the obligations and rights of full membership. However,
past experience indicates that it will be very difficult to obtain agreement on any membership restrictions based on size.
Furthermore, although it isdoubtful that small States which already
enjoy full membership in the United Nations would be inclined to
assume a different kind of association with the Organization, the
United States is prepared also to join exploring the possibilities in this
direction should there be a sufcient( desire to do so by the UN
nietnbership.
4. D)ecisiotmaki•g by Cimsensus.-The use of formal voting to

terminate discussion in the United Nations and to push through the
views of nmnerical majorities has often tended to underline differences
and has acted as an obstacle to their reconciliation. It ha.q consequently
been widely urged that more use be made of the process of consensus
as a method of recording country views and avoiding confrontational

voting.
Consensus first flowered in specialized committees and organs of the
United Nations, such as the Oeter Space Committee. Today the
generall Assembly and other UN organs are increasingly reaching
decisions by means of consensus, In 1975, 340 of 536 actions in the
Plenary and in 1976, 281 of 453 such actions were taken by this
proceduire. Many were on routine matters but many were considered
important. This trend continued at the 1977 session of the General
Assembly.
In practice, consensus means that the decision is substantially
acceptable to delegations and that those which have difficulties with
certain aspect., of the resolution are willing to state their reservations
for the record rather than vote against it or record a formal abstention.
Consensus must be (listinguished from unanimity which requires the
affirmative support of all participants. Essentially, consensus is a way
of proceeding without formal objection. Yet the result is virtually
the salue: a re)lutjion adopted with the support of all States present,
albeit freq(ena'tly WijI recorded stidtments of reservation or
interpret at ion.
There are both awlviintaige and disa(!vantaiges in the use of con.
senses. In addition to avoiding confrontations, colnseosus may
facilitate reasonable compronmise and( thus permit passage of an
acceptable resoluttion. It may avoid bloc voting and polarization.
It offers it meaiws of keeping a matter alive, allowing for possible
subse.qunlt developmentt of greater agreement and commitment.
It may avoid political embarrassment to nations on certain issues.
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However, consensus may reduce the level of agreement to a general

declaration of little substance. Widespread reservations can render
it meaningless; misused it may serve only to blur differences and

confuse decisionmaking.
Whether the use of consensus is .on balance a helpful decision.
making procedure and a desirable alternative to the formal invocation of the one-country one-vote process depends on the cir'eumstancos in which recourse is had to it. Consensus is not applicable

in nil situations; it cannot be a substitute for voting where Member
States have strong objections to a resolution.

Nevertheless, where there is a desire to avoid confrontation ad!

the imposition of uneompromising
t"osit ions, tile Consensus approach

olfer.s a usfti! way of proceeding. We are, in particular, hopeful that
rotisensus will come to be a principal method of harmonizluiwg views
in the .ontinuing North/South dialogue in the United Nations.
We are prepared to give substantially greater weight. in the deternmination of national policy to decisions arrived at by genuine conMMlSlr:4.q

5. ,Snaller Forurns.-The demand for greater participa)tionwidenling the circle of derisionmaking-is a central feature of modern
political life, both at home and abroad. lin the United Nations this
has given rise to pressure to move issues from smaller, restricted

bodies to the General Assembly. Even so, it is sometimes possible

to take complicated internationtal questions out of tile forum of the
General Assembly and address them in more restricted iieetings

involving those Whose interests ar, chiefly concerned. A continuing
and instructive example of this approach is the 37 member Outer
Space Committee which for many years has opecilted effectively
on tile principle of consensus, submitting reports to the General
Assembly
which
(11 ted without polemics. The key
to its success
mayarebe generally
the link to the General Assembly which provides an opportunity for others to have a voice as well.

A more recent but less clear-out example is the history of the Conference on International Economic Cooperation (CIEC(). This body
of 27 nations was established to review major issues which had entered
into the North.-outhl dialogue. The work of the CIEC was inconclusive
on many major toJ)ics, but its report to the resumed 31st seSion of the
GenerJl Assembly was couched in ternis which sought a continuation
of the discussion between developed and developing countries. Because
it lacked any formal link to the General Assembly, many states which
were not Iarticiplants in the CIRC viewed it with suspicion.
The (:HEC format is not likely to be repeated. T'he 32nd General
Assembly instead agreed on the creation of a Comnnuittee of the Whole
with a dined mandate to continue the examination of problems related to the international economic system outside the regular session
of the General ANsnmbly. This arrangement should enable the States
most concerned with specilic categories of )roblels to engage in
genuine dialogue and, where agreements can thus be reached, provide
a strong position front which to obtain broad endorsement in the
Genera Assenibly.
6. New I)iplomatic Approaches.-• while the United States has been
understanddablv disturbed by some votes in the General Assembly
which have affected adverse"y key U.S. interests, such votes are after
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all a rough indicator of issues of major concern to large numbers of
States. When efforts are made to address these problems by the States
which have the power to affect them, the result is often a change in the
voting patterns in the United Nations.
The most striking recent examples of this phenomenon are the differ.
ences in outcome between the Sixth and Seventh Special Sessions of tie
General Assembly and the altered atmosphere for General Assembly
consideration of Southern African and Middle Eastern issues at the
32nd General Assembly. In the former case the confrontation of the
Sixth Special Session was replaced by a somewhat more p)ragmatic
and cooperative approach to world economic problems following decisions by States to modify their approach to the North.South dialogue.
In the latter two cases, the major (liplornatic efforts being made by the
United States and other concerned nations to resolve the problems of
these areas have reduced the likelihood of serious confrontation in the
Genernl A;.embly.A.spointed out above, the 32nd General Assembly
was noteworthy 'for the degree of consensus reached on the need to
advance
serious proposals for dealing with the many important issues
oil itA a•'ldl
The itevelo;)ping world is basically pragmatic in its approach to
problems. It desires to work within the UN system-a basically
Americ.an concept-to achieve its aims. Thus, we have found that
the positions taken by developing countries on selected issues of
importance to us ran lhe mnodifeld if we make these issues an integral
part, of our bilateral diplomacy.

'rihe removal of the Korean item from the Assembly's agenda in
1976 and 1977, the avoidance of General Assembly consideration
of the status of Puerto Rico in either 1976 or 197ý, and changed
attitudles concerning Israel's possible exclusion from participation
in tlie General As.iemblv were duie in part to this approach.
On occasion, when w:e have been faced with the itdoption of resolulions in the General Assembly on important issues to which we had
,trong objection, we and other like-minded Staten have been able to
muster. t resl)ectalleminority in opposition, This might be a group
of states whose power or repultation, either worldwide or regionally,
is such that on a given issue it is clear that the nur ,rieal majorik"y
41ois not have the capability of giving effect to its recommendations.
An example of this situation was the vote at the 1976 General
A,ssembly on tihe question of Guam. The resolution was regarded
IVs interfering with U.S. (domestic processes and calling in question
Ut.s. defense commitments. Although the vote was heavily in favor
of the resolutionl, the nloumber and character of States standing with us
slilbtrat'ed greatly from its authority afnd standing. It wias possible
in 1977 with the ltll) of this minority and through efforts both bilat.
erlly and in New York to persuade the majority of UN members
to work toward a resolution in the 32nd General A"sembly which took

U.S. interests into account.

Another epxanple was the vote on the Charter of the Economic
Rights and Duties of Stntes (('ERDS) adopted by the 29th General
As.,einbly. IHere tie group of countries voting against or abstaining
on the resolution was of such economic importance as to make it
clear that resolution could not realistically serve as a framework
for international economic relationships.
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This is not to suggest that such diplomacy will assure avoidance of

unacceptable or irritating votes in each case. Recent experience
indicates, however, that an atmosphere of hostility and confron.
tation in the General Assembly which can corrode the possibility
of effective resolution of problems can be minimized or dissipated by
patient, careful diplomacy.
We would in the future expect to utilize similar opportunities
for setting up mechanisms with representational arrangements
designed to enable the issues in question to be most effectively
addressed.
The dedire for U.S. participation

While there are various examples inrecent years where the General

Assembly had adopted resolutions to which the United States strongly

objected, it is noteworthy that there exists simultaneously a strong
desire for United States participation in UN programs and activities

called for by such resolutions or affected by them. This is true simply
because the participation or lack of participation of the Unitedl
States can in many cases enhance or detract from the prospects of
succe,-s of such undertakings.
We have seen instances where, after initial action contrary to outr
strongly held views, efforts have been made to find way)s to accommodate U.S. l)artieipation. For example, the General Assembly in
1975 adopted by a wide majority the resolution equating Zionism with
racism: a resolution which the United States and nmany other countries
regarild a.s false and malicious. As a result, the United States announced
that it, could not participate in the "Decadle Against Racism." However, we support the Decade's objectives and African states, in parficuhltr, desire our participation in it. There has as a conseqtuence been
(considerable interest, among the UN membership in exploring ways of
isolating the effect of the resolution in respect of the program 4r the
Decade. While the resolution is unlikely to be rescinded, owing to
African insistence it was not reaffirmed by the General Asisemblyv in
19703 or 1977.
Withdrawal from a UN orgfan or even non-participlt ion ini a
program is an action which canne embarked upon only sparingly and
after the most serious consideration , with full appreciation of the
possible costs resulting from our consequent inability to influence
actions involving significant American intelests. We must also
recognize that it is seldom l)O5,sible completely to redress unpalatable
actions previously taken in UN forums. It, is clear, however, that
other member countries do not lightly dismiss thie importance of
United States support for UN programs and institutions and that this
concern sometimes has a leavening effect on their attitudes towards
U.S. views and interests.
It is unlikely that significant. noditfication in the derision-inakinq
i )rocesses of the UTnite I Nations can be achieved in the foreseeable
utu11re. This does not mean that we shall give up efforts over the longer
period to develop support for such structural changes in the General
Asemnbly. However, we are more likely to achieve our goal of a more
effective United Nations by vigorousfy and continuously addre.ssing
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in that institution the issues that arouse the concerns of the world
community and by the practice of a skillful and imaginative
diplomacy.
III. Hu.MAN RIGHTS
Coordinationof UN activities on behalf of human rights
The question of improved coordination of UN human rights activities concerns (a) human rights activities within the UN system,
including its specialized agencies, anti (b) relationships between the
United Nations and regional or anizations dealing with human rights.
Coordination within the U ,system involves several key institutions. Human rights activities outside the Un;ted Nations proper are
concentrated in UNESCO and the ILO, and each of these organiza-

tions deal with human rights problems only within the limits of its

respective constitutional area of competence. A loose coordination
of UN human rights activities and those of the other two organiziations is achieved through ECOSOC, which receives reports from 11O
and UNESCO. A relatively recent activity concerned with coordination, which has had tile full encouragement of the United States, has
been the meetings of the appropriate officers in the secretariats of the
United Nations, UNESCO and the 11,0. These officers have begun
regular consultations so that the activities of their organizations may
be made as mutually reinforcing a.%possible and duplhication of effort

avoided.

We support and encourage a regular system of consultation among

the appropriate teretariats so as to achieve greater interaction oil
human rights issues among the UN organs- and agencies.
An increasing emphasis on human rights issues and procedulrcs has
been taking place in UNESCO and the 11,0. Though we are no longer
a member o the II,01 we will actively- encourage such developments
in the United Nations and in UNISC0 as a part of the effort to
strengthen the overall UN human rights program.
Coordination of UN hurpna tights activities with those of tile
regional international organizations is complicatedl by the separate
constitutional stiicttures of the regional and the U' nIechianisms.
There exists today a rudimentary coordination system which rests iupoil

reports suhlmmitteil each year by the regional organizations to the UN

Conminssion on Ifuman Rights.
As a first step toward achieving a better system of coordination in
this area, the 1T.8. delegation at the 1978 session of the UN C'omtis.
sion on IHuman Rights is encouraging a stu(ly of the problem with a
view to the development of recommendations for it closer alignment of
the functioning of the human rights organs of the United Nations and
the regional organizations. We feel that it is important to highlight
to a greater degree the activity of the regional human rights organs.
Tfilhe regional and the UN systems should be mutually
i1w thiiI'lld. To ignore the regional rer'md iq topresentcomplementary
an unbalanced
and misleading picttire of international human rights efforts.
,.pamsion of UN activities

Proposals te expand UN activities on behalf of human rights must

be directed primarily to remedying the Irincilal defects of the existing

structure. Am. tihe operate today, UN human rights organs have

tended more and more to follow a selective approach in tile choice of
human rights issues for attention.
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In order to improve the capacity of the United Nations to deal with
human rights issues in a less politically prejudiced and a more evenhanded manner, we shall advocate the following reforms:
1. Procedures Under ECOSOC Re8olution 1603.-We shall continue
to support and pres-s for the strengthening of existing special procedures for dealing with private communications.
As the result in large measure of U.S. leadership, the Economic
and Social Council in 1970, in resolution 1502 (XLVIII), took a landmark decisionn. For the first time, it authorized the examination of
thousands of private communications on humran rights which are
received by the United..,9.tain.-,LWM year. Under resolution 1503,
these commttitiettimiJ s are screened in order to identify situations
reNvealing a consistent pattern of gross and reliably attested violations
of human rights. Such situations are brought to the attention of the
Commission on Human Rights for its study or investigation.
tUnfortunately, these procedures have been used to highlight human
rights violations in particular countries to the neglect of violations in
others. Predictably, this (level-pment has met with increasingly
stronger objections by various countries, including the United States,
which have called for a more equitable approach. Nevertheless, we
remain convinced of the value of these procedures, chiefly because they
provide a quasi-automatic means whereby serious human rights violations may, be brought up for examination. Thus, the need for individual governments to take the initiative to place such questions on
the agendals of the human rights organs-often a politically sensitive
matter-is avoided.
As originally conceived the proce(lures were necessarily rudimentarv in form.'Practice has revealed a number of their deficiencies,
prineii~nllv in the area of time delays.
At the 1978 session of the Commission on Human Rights, we are
consulting on proposals, put forward at a previous session, which would
reduce delayss and allow for a more expeditious consideration of all
relevant evidence by the Commission.
2. The Commission on Human fIighks.-The focal point for UN
human, rights activity is the Commission on hIuman Rights. Since
the mid-1960's the focus of the Commis,sion's work has shifted from
the drafting of international standards in the field of human rights
in the form of declarations and conventions to the implementation
of these standards. A strengthened human rights program in the
United Nations must center upon the more efficient functioning of
the Commission.
As noted above, the Commission on IHuman Rights has taken on
vastly increased responsibilities un(ler the procedures authorized in
E,(OSOC resolution 1503. One of the drawbacks in the procedures
is the long delay y occasioned by the lapse of time between sessions of
the Commis ion. This (letracts from the ability of the Commission
tn-'d$el in -,ensonably prompt fashionn with serious humanfirights?
situuat ions.
In addition to the items arising tinder the 1503 procedures, the
Commission's agenda has for many yea•s been overburdened. This
ha.s meant that year after year the Commission has had to forego
action upon a number of s;rious questions. In his statement before
the United Nations in March of last year, President Carter suggested
that the Human Rights,Commission should be prepared to meet more
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often. We have begun consultations with other governments to follow
up on this suggestion. This may mean either the scheduling of another
regular session during the course of the calendar year or establishing
hoc
an ofadsuch
on are
meet
Commission
thearising
abasis
procedure
which
sessions
betweenmight
matters
withwhich
to deal by
gravity that they cannot be put off.
As a somewhat longer range goal, we feel that serious consideration
should be given to measures which would render the membership of
the Commission freer from political influences and give greater assur.
ance that the Commission would deal with the human rights questions
on its agenda in as objective a manner as possible. Both under the 1503
procedures as well as in dealing with specific cases raised by grovernments, the Commission's role, while not that of a court, emphasizes
the need for a more judicial approach.
With these considerations in mind, we are studying the nossibilitv
of developing rules for the members of the Commission which would
emphasize the need for specialized background on the part of those
persons chosen by member governments to act as their representatives
on the Commission. At present the governments of many Member
States do follow the practice of designating as their representatives
persons possessing a special competence in human rights matters.
Experience has shown that such representatives have been able to
make the most significant contributions to the Commission's work.
It mIght be made a condition for participation that the govern.
mental representative possess a recognized competence in the field of
human rights, perhaps based upon a background of experience in the
i:diciary or as a member of the legal professions concerned with
human rights problems. In addition to special qualifications required,
the riles might also spell out carefully the place to be occupied in the
Commission by alternates or other persons substituting for the
designated official member.
In carrying out its very solemn duties with respect to particular
cases of human rights violations, the recommendations adopted by the
Commission should be based upon the expert opinions of its members
who have had full opportunity to study the facts of each case. It would
therefore, seem prudent to exclude from such decision-making suhstitute members who might not possess the requisite expert background

or who may not have had the opportunity to acquaint themselves
adequately with the details of the subjects being considered.
We are not now proposing that the governmental nature of the
Commission should be altered. We are aware that some of the more

effective international bodies dealing with human rights, such Ps the
ILO Group of Experts, the European Commission on HuTimn Rights
and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights are mode up of

experts serving in their individual capacities. Nevertheless, although

we shell keep this question under review, it would seem preferable, in

light of present circumstances, that the current system be maintainedl
imder which governments are elected to serve on the Vommission-on
human Rights. The Commission is, of course, served by an imiortant
expert body, the Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination
and Proteciion of Minorities. It would not, however, be inconsistent
with the governmental nature of the Commission to require that
governments appointt as their representatives persons with the necessary expertise.
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S. The Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Pro.
tection of Minorities.-Because of the special role assigned to it under

the 1503 procedures-that of screening private petitions to identify
those revealing a consistent pattern of gross violations-the Sub.
commission now occupies a key position in the heirarchy of UN human
Lights organs. As a part of our planning to strengthen and make more
elective the 1603 procedures the timing of the meeting of the Sub.
commission will be examined.
At present the Subcommission meets once a year in August. The
recommendations which it develops with respect to cases of serious
human rights violations tinder resolution 1503 must wait almost six
months before receiving consideration by the Human Rights Commission. It is obvious that the schedule of meetings of the Subcommission needs to be changed so that action on private petitions examined by the Subcommission can be taken more expeditiously. We
shall be exploring the possibility of making such change.
4. A New UA Senior Post With Overall CoordinatingResponsibility
for Human Rights..-The support of the U.S. Government for this
neow post has been consistently recorded since the proposal to create a

IHigh Commissioner for Human Rights was first seriously advanced in
the UN General Assembly and subsequently developed- by the Com.
mission on Human Rights and ECOSOC. President Carter called
attention to this proposal in his address at the United Nations on
March 17, 1977. We are convinced that the creation of a new senior
post with an appropriate mandate would greatly assist in assuring a
more evenhanded treatment of human rights questions.

The UN structure is incomplete so long as there does not exist an
independent focal point serving as a catalyst and expert source of
assistance to member states in encouraging solutions to serious human
rights problems. The terms of reference of the proposed new post
should assure the balanced and objective functioning of the new office.
Economic and social as well as civil and politica- rights should be
encompassed in its mandate.
Unfortunately, a determined effort by sul)porters of such a high
level position to secure its approval by the 32d General Assembly
did not succeed. Although there was substantial support for taking a
decision on the proposal, a vote was put off pending a review of the
proposal by the Commission on Human Rights.
le are determined to pluLrsue the proposa-] to establish such a post,
tand we are convinced that interest has been growing, especially among
countries of the Third World. In the coming months we will &edetermining our strate y for gainin greater sup)p)ort for the proposal with
a view to eventual approval of an idea whose time is clearly nearing.
0. A Human Rig'hts Council.-With the fall-off of work in the
T'itisteeship (Council and the prospect of the eventual termination of
its functions, suggestions have frequently been made that in its place
there be established a Human Rights Council. This proposal would
rIquire an amendment to the Charter.
We supt)port this objective as a long-range goal but it must be
recognize(d that the pr)spects of getting the necessary sul)port, including that of the other permanent members of the Security Council, for
anfal)l)rol)riate Charter amendment in the foreseeable future are
minimal.
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Nevertheless, many of the advantages which would accrue through
the establishment of a Human Rights Council could, in our view, be
achieved without amendment of the Charter. For example, it should
be possible to increase the frequency of meetings of the Human Rights
Commission and even to authorize the Commission to meet on short
notice to deal with ad hoc questions. In fact, the name of the Coinmission could be changed to Council by decision of ECOSOC. But,
it should be emphasized, our primary aim should be not the elevation
of the Commission to a Council, but the achievement of a more effec.
tive, less political body whatever it may be called.

6. The Human Rights Division oj the UN Secretariat.-In his

March 17 address at the United Nations, President Carter suggested
that the Human Rights Division of the Secretariat be moved back to
tile UN I-eadquarteirs in New I ork. We continue to favor the reestab-

lishment of strong human rights machinery at New York Head-

quarters, but we recognize, in view of the fact that the Division has
only recently moved to Geneva, that a return to New York is unlikely
in the near future.

At the same time, we feel that it would be anomalous not to have a

strong human right presence in the IHeadquarters Secretariat. As an

immediate alternative, we favor strengthening the Division's liaison
office in New York to enable it to have greater involvement in these
human rights questions which regularly confront the Headquarters
staff.
We fully appreciate that the organization and functioning of the

liaison office is, in the last analysis, the responsibility of the Secretary
General. We intend, however, to disuss with appropriate Secretariat
officials our thinking with respect to the role which the liaison office
might play as an arm of the Geneva-based Division.
IV. FINANCING THE UNITED NATIONS

Aldjustingi assessments to reflect ability to pay
The UN assessment scale is determined by the General Asseembly
tinder Article 17, paragraph 2 of the Charter. It provides that "tile
expenses of the Organization shall be borne by the members as appor.
toned by the General Assembly." Certain specialized agencies (IA(),
FAO, UNESCPO, and WHO) derive their scales of assessments directly
from that of the United Nations; other agencies (ICAO, 1MCO, and
IAEA) use the UN scale as a point of departure for the computation
of their scales of asessments.
From the outset of the United Nations, the expenses of the organization have been apportioned broadly according to the capacity to paIy.
Although the United States ht.s never directly contested this principle, neither has the United States accepted it without qualification.
For example, in 1946, when thle U.S. rate of assessment was proposed
on the basis of capacity to pay at 49.89 percent, Senator Vandenberg,
speaking for the U.. government, pointed out that the United States
(Ad not think the United Nations ought to rely unduly upon the con.
tributions of a single member. "Neither we nor any other nation in
some other day should be allowed a greater J)rivilege in our counsels,"
Senator Vandenberg told the General Assembly's Fifth Committee in
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1946, than that "measured by a maximum contribution of 25 percent
per annum." As a result of this vigorously advanced U.S. opinion,
the U.S. rate for 1946 was reduced to 39.89 percent, significantly
below the level indicated by the criterion of capacity to pay.
Subsequent U.S. initiatives resulted in further modifications of the
ceiling asusesment rate toward the 25 percent level. Thus, in 1948. the
United Nations agreed in principle that "in normal times no one Member State should contribute more than one-third of the ordinary expenses of the United Nations for any one year." In 1954, the 339
percent ceiling was brought into effect. In 1957 the General Assembly,
again at IT.S. insistence, reduced the ceiling to 30 percent in principle
and, in 1972, the General Assembly decided that "the maximum contribution of any one Member State to the ordinary expenses of the
United Nations shall not exceed 25 percent of the total." Senator Gale
McGee. the U.S, Representative in the Fifth Committee, assured that
body.: "We have stressed again and again that this is our only goal.
There is positively no intention of seeking further coiling adjustments.
This was our concept at the very beginning of the organization."
Finally, in 1974, the 25 percent level sought by the United States
since 1946 came into effect and has been maintained ever since.
As the above recital indicates, the United States has never been in
favor of the application of the reanicjty-to-pay principle as applied to
its own contribution. Had the U.S. rate been determine(] according to
the same criteria applicable to the other hich-per-capita-incomedeveloned countries, it would have exceeded the ce;linz rate substantiallv. Even at present, we estimate that the application of the
canacit;-to-pav principle to the U.S. aimsesment rate in the 1978-70
UN scale in the same way as applied to other major industrialized
countries would result in a'U.S. rate of about 29 percent instead of the
25 percent established by the ceiling principle. Should present trends
continue, however, the U.S. assessment rate, as determined by,
national income statistics, will, in coming years, fall below the ceiling
level and be determined in the same way as the rates of other highly
developed countries.
In addition to the ceiling principle, there are currently three specific
exceptions from the application of the canacity.to-pav principle. There
is a~specially ad~tvaged category (additional to the United States)
which consists of those members with per canita incomes below $1,800
per year and assemsment rates above the 0.01 percent minimum rate.
Countries in this category are given an allowance for low per capita
income which reduced their a.isessment rate. There are also two
categories of specially disadiwntaged members who are a.sseedtiat a
higher level than th ey would be under the strict application of the
capacity-to-pay criterion. These are: (1) members whose rates based
on capacity to pay would be les, than 0.01 percent and these have
their asses-ment rates increased to that level; and (2) members with
per capita incomes above $1.800 per year-excent for the one member
(United States) affected by the ceiling-and these are assessed at a
higher level because their rates are increased to defray the benefits
given the advantaged categories, including the United States.
Apart from these exceptions, the use of a longer multiple-year base
period (most recently extended from three to seven years) for the
purpose of calculating national income means that a member state's
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changing economic situation affects its scale of assessment loss rapidly
than might otherwise be the case. Nevertheless, where a member's
economic situation substantially improves, as has been the case with
certain members in recent years, these changed circumstances should
be progressively reflected in the scale of assessments as the scale is
periodically recalculated. The countries most affected by these changes
are oJapan and the petroleum exporting countries.
The U.S. position favoring the ceiling principle is at variance with
there is a
the principle of "actual ability to contribute."'However,
relationship between any level of contribution and the degree of
influence exerted in an organization. This was recognized as early
as 1946 by the U.S. Representative, Senator Vandenberg, who stated:
But relative capacity to pay, if it can ever be authentically
established, is not the only criterion upon which allocations
.0ho1(d be based. T1he sovereign equality of nations to which
the United Nations must remain permanently dedicated is
the genius of our hopes and aspirations. In our opinion, that
equality could not indefinitely survive a fiscal system which
would permit, much less condone, the allocation of 50 percent
of the basic United Nations budget to any one member nation
out of the 51 or more. Here a principle is involved which
transceiis mere money. It is the inevitablereality MarW any
such preponderance ol contribution would unavoidably involve in some unhappy degree, directly or indirectly, a somewhat equivalent preponderance of authority in determnfing
how much money shall be raised and how it shall be expense.
I have never known such a sequence to fail.
'rime has demonstrated the wisdom of Senator Vandenberg's observations. There is some correlation between influence and the level of
a nation's contribution. U.S. influence in the United Nations still
remains high, in part because other nations and the Secretary-General
do recognize the special importance of seeking the views of the organization's major contributor.
If the United States were successful, in present circumstances, in
assuring that the a-ssessment scale calculation reflected more accurately the actual ability of Member States to contribute to the United
Nations and its specialized agencies, the result would be to increase
significantly U.S. rates of assesment. We would have to be prepared
to bear the consequences of such increases. Since current Congressional
legislation prohibits U.S. payments to the United Nations or any
afl iated agency at a rate higher than 25 percent (Public Law 92-544),
Congress would either have to grant an exception or repeal this legislation for the United States to meet its obligations.
More than :0 'yearsof history in the United Nations have confirmed

calpneit *vto pa as at least the'point of departure for the (leyelol)ment.

of ai scale of asse-ýsuonts. Because the United States itself has been
principally responsible for one of the main deviations from tile
capac'ity-t*o-pay princtille, we feel that it wouid be inadvisable for
the United St;ltes to seek to assure an immediate adherence to that
principle without
authorization for tile higher approprintions that would be required.
.ongresionnl
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Meeting thU UN d*fit
The financing of UN operations has been a worrisome problem.
ever since the inception of the organization. It was a challenge even.
when the United Nations was new and small and was dependent
largely on the support of the United States. Over the yeals, thie problem has become an increasingly difficult one as a result of a combination of factors, such as the refusal of certain Member States to pay
assessments for peacekeeping operations and the practice of making
some payments in nonconvertible currencies.
These factors have given rise to a deficit which, as of September 30,
1977, was estimated to be $120.3 million. The UN's $40 million working capital fund has been depleted. The gap between expenditures and
income averages $3 million annually. There are no cash reserves on
hand to meet current obligations, and the organization is therefore
wholly dependent on the regular flow of annual contributions.
Tihe organization has attempted to find a comprehensive solution
to this critical financial situation through the Negotiating Committee
on the Financial Emergency of the United Nations established by the
30th General Assembly. To date, the Committee has failed to reach
a consensus on what steps might be taken to restore the UN's financial
viability. At the same time there have been various proposals to rearrange budgetary procedures to provide for more timely payment of
a.s.sessinents by Membei Stit es, t6 avoid threats of bankruptcy, and to
funds for peacekeeping operations that
ensure the availability of notice.
might be required on short
A proposed solution that has received considerable attention from
Member States is for the contribution of sufficient voluntary payments to eliminate the current deficit. We believe this approach should
be explored anew; all members share an obligation not to let vital
UN activities founder because of the financial deficit with which the
organization is burdened.
However, as the U.S. delegation explained at the 32nd General
Assembly, the United States is not inclined to participate in a special
pledging conference for this purpose without assurances that those
countries responsible for the deficit will make substantial payments of*
arrearages, discontinue withholdings, and make future payments in'
usable currencies.
Supplementing UNfinances from outside sources
Against this background of budgeting problems and financial diffi.
culties, proposals have emerged looking to the production of "inde.

pendent" revenues for the UN system. These proposals would establish
sources of funds which are directly under the control of the United
Nations or which would otherwise bypass the procedure of contributions by Member States. In most cases it is assumed that if the funds
produced by these independent sources were insufficient to meet the
UN's budgetary requirements, the current system of either assessed
or voluntary contributions would continue in order to make up the
difference.
Those who favor these schemes argue that a United Nations financed by sources independent of member governments would be
much stronger. Tite organization would not have to worry about
bankruptcy or insolvency. It would not have to divert its attention
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from the substance of its work to deal with financial crises. It could
make much faster progress in economic and social areas. And it could
undertake even large-scale operations in peacekeeping and economic
development without being faced with the possibility of having to
make time.consuming special solicitations.
The proposals for these independent forms of finance fall generally
into four broad categories:
Rtevente .from internal operations or from services performed by
UN agencies, such as the sale of UN postage stamp,, pit blications,
and souvenirs; the operation of eating facilities in UN build.
ings; the conduct of building tours; the charging of fees for research into UN files; the issuance of health certificates; and the
assignment of radio broadcast frequencies and licenses;
The imposition of charges on internationalcommerce, comm uni-

eation8, or movement of persons or on certain activities within
member states, such as tolls for the use of international waterways, shipping facilities or airports; taxes on departures or
arrivals of ships and airplanes, or on people crossing international
borders; surcharges on pIatssports or visas, taxes on commiilities
or goods moving in international trade; license fees for multinational corporations; taxes on each country's gross national
product; surcharges on international telephonic or satellite communications; end!surltharges on national or international mail;
Voluntary contributions to UN agencies and programs by
private citizens and institutions, encouraged through tax benefits
and other measures; and
Revenue from the development of niew resources, under the atuspices of either the UN or some other international regime, in
remote regions such as the deep seabed, outer space, or Antarctica.
Debate surrounds almost all of these proposals. Those which have
been implemented, such as income from operations within the UN
building (guided tours and the sale of postage stamps, publications,
and gifts), produce only marginal amounts of revenue and do not
offer prospects of substantial increase.
The schemes for exploitation of new resources in general are not likely
to produce any sigiflcant revenue for many years, and then there will
be considerable ( iscussion of whether the beneficiary should be the
United Nations, some other international regime, or programs for the
benefit of individual countries.
'rite current negotiations on the Law of the Sea illustrate the difficulties in reaching agreement on basic principles. In 1970, the United
States introduced a major proposal looking to the sharing with the
international community of revenue derive( from the exploitation of
the resources of the deep seabed. Since 1974, more than 150 nations
have been engaged in concentrated negotiations on a comprehensive
treaty to govern national and international use of the oceans and their
resources. Tile proposal for an international authority to determine
policies for exploitation and to issue licenses and receive revenues has
been the subject of vigorous debate and numerous changes. No agreeinent has been possible to (late regarding the functioning of a seabed
authority, and no early resolution is in sight.
Voluntary contributions from individuals or organizations, encouraged through creation of tax benefits, are currently possible to a
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limited extent. The system appears to work best when funds are
donated to specific programs or projects rather than to general oper.
eating accounts. The basic decision on whether to adjust their tax laws
for this purpose is one for individual member countries. In the United
States, for example, contributions to the U.S. Committee for
UNICEF, which passes monies thus collected to UNICEF, are tax-

dedluctible.
One criticism of any significant expansion of tax-code encourage-

mnent of volhntarv contributions is that the impact of such measures
on large international agencies or programs is likely to be marginal,
while various national private non-profit agencies would suffer from a
diversion of funds. Whether or not that occurs, we believe that a
provision such as suggested here will have little impact on current
financing problems and will likely attract the most money from
countries which already are paying the largest share of UN costs.
The financing schemes that take the form of charges to be levied on
international commerce, communications or movement of persons, or
on other kinds of activities, raise difficult questions of acceptance by
Member States. In contrast to revenues derived from services offered
by the United Nations, these proposals, directly or indirectly, imply
devolving upon the UN the power to tax. There is serious doubt that
Member States are at this time prepared to share this attribute of
sovereignty with the United Nations. Further, a visible taxing or
surcharge scheme. that directly affected. a large percentage of the pIblic
might well stir resentment and ill feeling even i it involved paynient of
small amounts.
Among other practical considerations is the fact that proposals
which relate to international shipping or travel would require the
prior approval of each bordering or participating nation, ant perhaps
encounter the opposition of shipping companies, airlines, and nations
that depend substantially on international trade or on tourism, or
whose citizens undertakointernational transit to a significant degree.
Surcharges or the required purchase of special stanlj)s for international
mail are generally re arded as involving costs that are out of proprotion to the revenue that would be derived from them.
If the United Nations is permitted at some point to develop autononous sources of revenue of any significance, we believe there will
be need to take appropriate steps to ensure responsible use of such
resources. Just as there is substantial benefit in the l,,ocedure which
requires the Exexntive Branch to seek authorization and funding for
its activities from the Congreass on a regular basis, we believe that
there is benefit in assuring scrutiny and achieving accountability in
the United Nations through a regular referral to member governments of the questions of financial contributions and the ways in
which they are em lloved.

Consequlent ly, wlhlethr UN funds(derive from assessed contributions
or utollnollolls sotirces, we believe that the extent of their use, and

flie purposes for which they are to be spent should be subject, under

cari'eful proc('durcs, to the continued scrutiny and control of member

governnments. Under these, conditions, as we ma(le clear in presenting
our proposal (hiring the Law of the Sea negotiate ions, the United States
should favor as a long-termn goal the (ievelopment of autonomous
Sources of revenue for the international coimunit y, )rovi(le(l that
we and other nations retain adequate control of the budget.
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We recommend that the United States be prepared to engage in
further exploration of various- Iproposals in this field, includin,g ar-

rangements which would avoid or minimize problems associated with
these schemes, such as those discussed here. We propose U.S. support

of any move within the Special Committee or other approlpriate UN

forunm to undertake a study of this nature.
V. AciEvINom

GREATER EFrICIENCY IN THiE UN SYSTEM

RIestructuringthe economic and social sectors

Some of the most promising possibilities for reform in the UN system exist in tile widespread am I complex area of activities in the field
of economic and social affairs. The manner in which the UN system
functions in these sectors is of major concern to this Administration.
Improved performance by the UN system in this area is important
to us for the following reasons:
The world agenda of problems and opportunities arising front
growing interdlepenlence among nations is particularly demanding

on the econoinic anl social side.

International stability over the long term will thus inereas.ingly be a function of our capacity to manage international
economic and social problems.

A central task of foreign policy in the decades ahead is the
development of a better capacity in international institutions to
deal with problems of vital importance to the world community
as a whole, such as those of population, environmental ti,,ie,
nuclear proliferation and the growing demand for finite natural

resources.
Multilateral institutions are often the most effective vehicles
for mobilizing the global effort required to help meet the basic
human needs of the poor majority around the world.
The organizations of the UN system-not including the affiliated international financial institutions-now spend about $2.5
billion each year in the economic and social sectors, of which the
United States contributes some 25 percent.
Over the past two years. the United States has participated in a
mprehenmajor effort to make the UN q•'stemi better able to deal corn
sively with problems of international economic cooperation and development. This effort was undertaken in the Ad Hoc Committee on the
Restructuring of the Economic and Social Sectors of the UN System,
established toward the end of 1975 by thle Seventh Special Session of
the General Assembly on the initiative of thie United States.

With the consensus endorsement by the 32nd General Assembly of

the recommendations of the Ad l,,c committeeee, reform of the UN
system in the economic and serial areas came significantly closer to
realization. As the product of two long and difficult years of negot iations, the recommendations were necessarily a compromuile. We
believe, however, that they relleet an important constructive effort
which is now supported by the political (ommitment of the entire
UN member-ship. In line With basic U.S. objectives during (he restructuring exercise, the recommendations include measures which
look to:
The development of an enhanced planning, programoiing,
budgeting, and evaluation capability in the UN Secretariat to
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assure more productive utilization of the increasing rocourcei
being made available through the UN system;
Improved central management and leadership in the UN
Seretariat;
Bet ter' policy analysis, researh, and data-gathring capability
in the Secretariat in order to provide the material required for
('1rective consideration of international economic and social ussuoi
lby the General Assembl.y and HCOSOC, and so contribute to
iijrovwd operations of theie bodies; and
inereasedi efficiency and effectiveness in operational programs
of development assistance.
The recommendations of the AdhUoe Committee set forth a series

of measures intended to hell) achieve these objectives. Some of the
11or, important specific st(pjs envisageod include: UN bodies in the
A strengthened role for the responsible
develolpment of more (4rective lrocedlures for the evahlation of
program implenitnt ation--a matter on which we have placed
great importance;
Greater efforts to develop harmonized budget presentations
hy the various ehlments of the UN system and a common methodoloey of program classification, and lescriptlon of content;
Enforceniient of rules. r'eq during advanced submission of statements on the program an( budlgeairy implications of proposals
for new activities nlade in Intergoverltnental-bodies together
with information on related existing programs and the resources
which could be released from program elements which have become obsolete, of marginal usefulness, or ineffective.
The establishment in the UN Secretariat of a new senior
level post of Director General for Development and International
Economic Cooperation to assist the Secretary General in carrying out his responsibilities under the Charter in the economic
and social sectors, with particular responsibility for insuring
effective leadership and coordination;
The separation of the Secretariat units responsible for economic
and social research and analysis form those responsible for thle
implementation of development assistanceo programs in order
to achieve a better focus and performance by each;
The strengthening of ECOSOC so that it may serve as a
central forum for the discussion of international economic and
social issues by organizing its work on a biennial basis, with
shorter but more frequent subject-oriented sessions spread
throughout the year and a corresponding reduction of its exextensive system of subsidiary bodies;
A comprehensivee review by ECOSOC of all UN system
development assistance activities to a.sist member governments
in understanding the overall effort of the UN system in the area
of economic and social development--a critical first, step toward
more rational managenleut of UN development assistance
activities;
Some initial s edps toward the integration of UN development
assistance progranis and the consideration of possible additional
our objective will
move.I of this kind, in the course of wlich1
effective leaderexercising
for
potential
UNDP
strengtlien
be Lo
,-hip of UN development activities;
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The establishment of maximum uniformity in administrative
financial, budgetary, personnel, and planning procedures relate(i
to the execution of UN development assistance programs;
Greater coherence of action and effective integration of development assistance programs in recipient countries.
The work of the Ad Hoc Committee reepresents the first comprehensive effort to reform and restructure the economic and social
activities of the UN system as a whole. We believe that eadorsement
of its reconmmen(lations by the entire membership of the United
Nations creates an important opl)ortunity to pursue our goals of
achieving basic improvements in the oierating effectiveness and
(fliriency of the UN system. The te.s,, of course, will be in the implementation of these mneasures, but the work of the Ad Hoe Committee marks an important stage in the continuing process of adapting
tihe UN system to emerging new requirements. We will give hi Fh
priority to contributing to and monitoring implementation of t•e
report in order to assure that the broad principles developed by the
d Hoe Committee are translated into practical measure in accoralnnce
with our interests and the interests of the United Nations as a
whole.
Background
1h tirr coordination of UN .Vsy.tein
technical assistance
'it 1945; when thle United Nationq was founded, a conscios.; derision
was taken to establish the system on a polycentric basis. The sIlecialized agencies were given or allowed to keep their own constitut ions, independent p)owers, and governing bodies. The General Assentbly and ('AOSO(• were accorde-d only limited j)oweis, even in the
ar111a of coordination. Their decisionon" are not binding on the speetalized agencies nor on member governments; they can only offer
recommendlat ions.
This polycentrism has a number of advantages. It reduces the need
for and cost of centralized management and control. It encourages
diversity an11d competition which can enhance the efficiency of the
UN organizations. It permits technical experts in food, health,
labor, and education to Iuruso their work subject to guidance of
,.overnmntal experts in the same fields rather than under the threetion( of it central Ihoreaucracy often knowing little about the substanlive ivluues and lproblemus faced in specialized areas. This diversity
uklo I)rovi(lde the necessary i1,dependence for the World Bank andi
othel'r IleveloniPtent-lendIling institutions which depend for financing on
their access to private capital markets.
Thle founders of the U\ system (lid not anticipate that today the
United Nations wouihl be tIle world's most important vehicle for interunitional technical assistance. This activity emerged slowly and
uIlCvenilv in response to political and economic, developments (luring
the 1956's and I 1960's. Its organizational evolution has gone through
a intniler of important stages.
T'ehnical assistance to developing countries by the UN system
origrinallv took the form of relatively small activities by thle United
Nations'itself and by the s-pecialized agencies whose central mandate
was seen as p)romnoting international sectoral cooperation for the bone-
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fit of a membership at that time less oriented to tile problems of
development. These activities initially were financed from assesse(t
budgets. But, as awareness of the magnitude of the development
problem grew and as calls increased for greater efforts by the UN
system in the field of economic and social development, the need'
for new sources of funds and new organizational arrangements becameevident.
When the UN Expanded Program of Technical Assistance was
created in 1949-501 primary reliance was placed on voluntary contributions by governments to support the increasing need for technical
assistance and a central mechanism was established to provide the.
necessary coordination of the activities of the UN and the specialized
agencies in this field. This dual foundation of the UN technical a:.-istance program was extended and strengthened with the establishment
of the UN Special Fund in 1950 and by the UN Development Program (UNDP) which replaced the earlier Program and Fund in 1966.
The central role of the UNDP in the management of the teelmiceal
assistance programs of the UN family was reaflirmed by the Oeneral
Assembly in 1970 in a consensus d(eciion which also established tlue.
procedure of integrated country programming for det ermining the us
within recipient countries oV the resources made available through the.
UNDP.
Tihe United States strongly supportedl and encouraged these decisions.. Meanwhile, the United Statou also continued to sulpportilevelopment assistance financed in porrt from assessed budgets by some.
'pecialized agencies and by the United Nations. In the case of the.
World Health( Organization, Member States have traditionally approved the use of large amounts of assessed funds in the common igh t
against disease affecting laige segments of the world's population. In
other cases, technical assistance activities represent only a very ,,mall
portion of the total budget.
Nearly all of the UN specialized agencies also engage in technical
assistance, using relatively large amounts of vohmtary funds contribWted directly to the agencies and not through UNDP. 'rlhese funds may
originate from special af,-,SistaW0e arrangements under which multilateral agencies are impleinenting essentially bilateral programs usingfunds-in-trust; direct, government grants to various activities of the
sl)pedialim.il agencies for tihe benefit of developing countries ; sJdW1iIl
purpose voluntary awsistance funds concerning areas such as1)1)opu1lation,
or dI rug abuse control; or lending activities of the World Bank and the
regional development banks. Less than one-half of all technical ausistunce activities by the United Nations and its various organs, pro.
gesams, and speci;alized agencies , is financed through tile UNDP.
In recent years the isstse of the extent to which technical assistance
should be financed a, a "normal" part of the regular tassessed budgets
of the specialized agencies as against volintary contributions through
the ventral mechanism of the UNDP has been a subject of international debate amd concern. The delays and sharp cancellations of
project, delivery caused by the UN)1 fiinanciall
iquidity crisis of
1975-70 stiniulated 'pessiilefrom dlevelop~inig countries for iuiore funding through assessed budgets. Tile IAEA andI specialized agencies such

as FA() and WHI() have seen this isue raised forcefully in their
govermting bodies•,

where developing countris increasingly contend
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that technical assistance no longer should be treated as an ancilliary
function. To avoid the vagaries and uncertainties of voluntary funding, they would prefer to see technical assistance supported more
through assessed rather than voluntary contributions.

The Problems
'Tlhe growing number of funding sources for technical assistance is an
inevitable result of a basically decentralized UN system and of many
competing interests among and within governments. But the diversity
-of the system causes a number of serious problems. It is difficult to
articulate and implement basic policy priorities. There is no one central
point where broad system priorities are established. Data either do not
exist or are not provided in a timely fashion on the total set of operational activities of the system, however financed, for various purposes.
Further, the data that are available from individual specialized
agencies often are not compiled on a comparable basis.
There is no effective point in the system for budget management and
control. Each specialized agency has its own constitutional mandate,
and each
governing bodly separately decides on budget assessments.
Tl'his
situation
is further'complicated by the fact that in the United
States and other countries different domestic agencies have a leading
role with respect to different specialized agencies. The constitutions of
most sJ!ecialized agencies were written before 1950 when the doctrine
of volmntarv financing became the basis of the Expanded Program of

're('linieal As.istance. Tfthe casen
of fotir .per.iaflied agencies--WHO,

FAO, ICAO, and WIPO-the United States has ratified constitutions
which clearly provide that technical assistance activities shall he
financed from the amsmsesed budget. The IMCO charter of 1959 is the only
specialized agency constitution which explicitly states that technical
cooperation activities shall be "funded by other than assessed budget
ftuids." 'Th.e statutes of other specialized agencies have less specific
lImgulige which m1ay le construed to authorize what has subsequently
beeln defined as technical as.sistaice or operational activities.
A cfiompllifatinlg factor in hNiwlhet. ina,,,iement, is the difference in
Ihe rhedoiling of ase.ssed and vohuntaqy contributions. Assemsed
I,,,lthts are formulated a number of years in advance and adopted by
the UXN General A.ssemlbly or the general conference of the specialized
jii(11iC5 generally on a biennial basis. The process of building a con.
,.nus on a budget. begin, usually two to three years in advance.
IUpon adoption, there is little flexibility and buidgrets become legal
treaty' obligations. Voluntary budgets are usually adopted on an annual
bw-i-' with no lonL-termr commitment to sustain any particular level
of finding. It is-difficult to decide upon appropriate levels for assessed
buId.,et, without. knowledge of the voluntary resources to become
vivailable. It, is also difficult to make trade.offs between the two
tyjl)e' of financing, e.g., offering to increase voluntary contributions in
return for restraint on asesel budget growth. If it were pos.;ible to
mauke' longer-term commitments for both voluntary and assessed Contriblition,, then this trade-off problem would be vreatly mitigated.
'Tliere is,al,,o a problem of field coordination. With so many different
a..eiwies and programs, there is a tendency for each agency to (lesire a
liehl presence. Thii complicates the job of recipient governments in
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coordinating the various donor sources and may result in inefficient and.
overly costly field representation for many differentt, small activities.
This is an area wheie the UNDP has been able to make a major
contribution.
With so many different in(lependent agencies and programs involved in technical assistance, it is difficult to implement meaningful
programs of evaluation and quality control. Standards for appraisal
and implementation of technical assistance projects tend to vary
from agency to agency. Governments sometimes lave a difficult timein making wise choices as to where their money is best spent.
Solution Alternatives

One possible approach would be to change tile basic nature of the.
UN system so that it became essentially centralized for purposes
of technical assistance. One governing body would make the basic
policy decisions and there would be one central funding source.
An eicpanded UNDP would serve this central function.
While greater consolidation is a long-standing U.S. goal that we
believe has been furthered by the agreement reached at the 32nd
General Assembly regarding restructuring the economic and social
sectors. of the UN system, such a radical reform is neither wise nor
practical. It would destroy many of the advantages of apolycentric
system that were so important to the founders of the UN, including
the United States. It would result in more costly and ineffective
UN technical assistance, since all decisions would b)e made by a
central institution fir removed from the real work to be (lone in the
(ii~d.
*.
.
Such it system is also not feasible since it would require a total'
rewriting of all the constitutions of the specialized agencies, probably
in combination vi-tth a revision of the UN Charter, so that General
Assembly or ECOSOC actions could override the decisions and con.
stitutions of the sJpecialize(l agencies. Such an approach would not be
acceptable to UN members.
We believe that in the field of technical cooperation, the United,
States should work within the basic constitqitonal mandates of the
sJecalized
HgenIies
and the UN Charter's limited mandate for tha.
general Assembly andIECOSOC. Within that framework there are a
number of sensIible an(l practical steps that can be taken to improved
the coordination of UN technical assistance activities, better establidl
J)oliey priorities, and increase effectivenIess.. Some, but not all, involve.
thie UNDP.
Role of UN DtivlopinetlProgram
lie main instrument for UN technical assistance remains the.
UN1)1. It has several strengths which make it an essential and lar.,epart of our aplproach to technical a•,istanie in the United Nations.
First, the U Nl1)I is the only UtN agency which has a comprehensive
system of field repre.entativws. The UNDP resident representative is
the lending UN plr-,onl in nearly everr developing comintri, 'lih resident
representative ierforims ninny different field fun't ioq'Aon behalf of
nearly all tile ITN S)ecialized agencies and the UN -Secretaria,.
Bilateral ai(l agencies look increasingl.y to the UNDP resident representatives for help an(l gui(lance, especially in countries where particular bilateral programs are too small to justify afi independent field
presence.
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Second, UNDP is the only technical assistance agency that can
easily draw upon the special talents of several of the specialized agencies
and UN organs and programs to provide a coordinated, multidisciplinary approach to development problems and issues. The UNDP
can stress a number of different themes and problem orientations in
its work, such as women in development.
Third, UNDP can also be a catalyst in approaching new problems
and new issues, such as energy and natural resource development,
where appropriate specialized agencies do not exist. It can provide
help in planning technical assistance to newly emerging countries
that need special help, such as a future independent Namibia or
Zimbabwe.
Fourth, the UNDP resident representatives participate with tho
recipient country authorities in formulating the "country program"
which provides the operational framework within which decisions Can
be made on sectoral priorities. The resident representatives can Provide an essential coordinating point among the projects undertaken
within the host country by UN agencies. In many instances, the
resident representatives also"provide an essential information exchange
which enhances the complementarity of activities undertaken by the
UN system, the host country itself, and bilateral and nongovern.
mental institutions.
Fifth, by setting standards for project preparation, implementation,
.an(--increasinglv-evaltiat
th G DP phel s to bring order and
increased eflicienicv to the multitude of UN projects. Inleeased

sta ndatrdization wihl imp.rove donor country capability tq a:sstes UN

development activities. Thi,; essential activity, whichl takes place in
UNDP headquarters, accounts for only a tiny fraction of total UNDP
expenditures.
Sixth, the UNDP resident representative provides significant
economies of operation and better efficiency by eliminating theineed
to have representatives from each contributing agency, with full
su•port staffs, in each country.
Finally, the UNDP plays the vital role of providing the tedhiniral
asistance required to eionplement the capital assistance activities
of the World Bank, regional development banks, and bilateral aid
agencies, and the investment activities of the private sector. Without
the proper efforts at appraiintg, monitoring, implementing, and evaluating projects at the country level, capital assistance is wastedl anl
private investor., stay away. T'he technical assistance services of the
TNDPti are indlispens.able to the capital aosistance
agencies,,:. Thley
become incrlea.,ingly iml)ortiait its hi ilateral and multilateral assi.•tant.'e
i,'ogranis move in IhIe 1lirect ion of hui.ic human needs projects, which
tend to he small scale but often requiie large aniounts of ..killed
manpower.

The UNDP alno lhs some iniportant weaknesses. It has a vely
fragile intergovernmental oilsens.is aIs its b,.i, for legitimate. 'T'lhe,
specialized 1gemmeiCR have a much stroner legal basis in treaty obligations for their legi•tinacy. 'l'hus UN I)1's poower derives largely from
its control of inliee. It cannot control the independent activities

of the spe'(ialize•! ungenries. It can only be effective through dlemon-

strations of competence and willintgnes to servee tle interests of those
agencies anti ohumigh tlhe financial incentives it can give them.

The UN D)1 ha-. also tended to at tempt to control at headquarters

too many of the (letails of projects. This is a serious mistake, since the
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specialized agencies and other UN programs should be relied upon
leavily for decision-making as regards individual project( details. The
1sidlent representative has to be relied upon heavily for his knowledge
of the country and how individual projects tie into the overall country
plan for technical assistance.
Improved coordination of UN technical assistance requires us to
build upon the strengths of UNDP and to attempt to correct its weaknesses. The most practical approach to assure that the UN technical
assistance activities make effective contributions to development
hinges on three conditions: first, that technical assistance programs be
primarily funded by voluntary contributions, centrally coordinated
and programmed by the UNDP; second, that supporting technical
aSsistanco by assessed contributions to the specialized agencies complement the work of UNDP, provide common benefits which may be
-enjoyed by countries other than the primary recipient nation and be
limited in scale; and third, that voluntary contributions be paced on
a firmer, more assured, long-term basis. In light of these considerations, it will be our policy:
To sustain the UNDP as the major channel through which the
technical assistance programs of the UN system should be
financed by voluntary contributions;
To continue, accordingly, to provide the major share of the
U.S. support for such technical assistance through the UNDP;
To support a strengthened role for the UNDP resident representatives, inter alia by making the resident representative the
focal point in the recipient country for liaison among all agencies
engag development assistance activities;*
To encourage the UNDP, working with other relevant UN
.hodies, such as the Joint Inspection Unit, to establish appropriate definitions and p)rocedlures for the UN agencies for as.•mnbling dlata on technical assistance activities and to call for
the gathering of such data on a timely and comprehensive basis;
To support on enliance([ role for the UND? in setting standards

for project appraisal, execution, monitoring, and evaluation; and

To press, simultaneously, for reduced direct, involvement by
IlNDP lieadq uarters in the details of appraisal, execution, and
monitoring of idl ivi(lual, projects; direct involvement, by headquarters should ire restricted to careful san,-pling in order to provide the necessary" degree of quality control.
('mi,,hmentary Actions
lit order to improve. the effectiveness of UN technical assistance,

a number of other U.S. act ions are posible and will be pursued.

Tlhe IUN system restrctiruing exercise (described elsewhere in this
jtaJper) hasý a (directbearing on these other efforts. nhe actions that we

wish to take will lbe urged upon the new Director-General for Developme',nt and International Economic Cooperation as top priority for
hik .on,,ideration and concern.
We ,;tronaly believe that technical assistance should be funded
primarily from voluntaty contributions. Voluntary contributions
should he channeled usually through the UNDP because of our

desire, to strengthen its critical role in UN technical assistance activities. In some case,, voluntary funds may be given direct to specialized
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agencies if this would be very much more effective and significantly
reduce the costs of channeling money through UNDP.
Examples of programs which might better be carried out directly
by the competent agencies without the intermediation of the UNDP
are humanitarian disease control measures by WHO, emergency
food preservation activities by FAOQ, highly specialized types of
projects involving peaceful uses of nuclear energy by IAEA, and
Limited training for carrying out programs which worhlwide benefits
such as the World Weather Watch of the WMO. Such programs
must, of course be carefully weighed on a case-by-case basis to avoid
overextension of this rationale.
As a general rule, we will resist attempts to finance expanded technical assistance through assessed budgets. However, a rigid position on
this is also not in U.S. interests. There are areas of technical assistance
where the collective benefits are suffickintly large that it makes sense
for the international community to fund these through "burden-sharing" features of the assesed budgets. Moreover, given the constitutional mandates of many agencies and the historical role the United
Statesq has played in shaping the system, it is not feasible to completely eliminate assessed funding ot technical atssktance without the
same fundamental revision of the UN system which is imlpracticablo
as noted above.
We can nevertheless take three important stepg to help attain our
overall objective of (a) limiting the use of assesnsents to finance tech.
nical assistance programs to essential area; (b)preventing the creation
Sof,.new- technical -assistance programs funded with assessed budgets;
and (c) controlling the size of any funds created.
Our objective of limiting uise of ases-sed funds for technical i,,sistance programs will be serve(l by the following recommended policies.
We should work within intergovernmental bodies and the
secretariats of 1UN organizations to resist expansion of existing
technical assistance programs through assessed budgetA or the
proliferation of new such programs.
We should atteinpt to limit departures from the principle of
voluntary funding of technical assistance exePl)t in few, welldefined instances where it, is in the common interest.
We should begin to explore actively with other donor countries
the placing of UNI)P voluntary funding on a sound basis through
long-term pledges by fund loniors.
Improtingi U.S. parlicipation
The manner in which the United States participatee% in the work of
the United Nation,, and the specialized agencies is highly relevant to
efforts to imnrov,' the effectivene,s of the swtsem. As a founding nlimber of the United Nations and the l)rilwei)al contributor to the UN
system organizations and programs--coipletl with the prominent
role of the United States in world affairs--it is incumbent upon u.s to
order our internal arrangements and procedures in such a way that,
within the context of our general foreign policy objectives, we can
play an effective and constructive role to the maximum possible

extent.

Our investment in the system of multilateral organizations is large.

Since 1945 we have contributed more than $7 billion to UN agencies..
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At present, the United States accounts for 25 percent of the total
resources available to organizations and programs of the UN system.
In addition, our participation requires that we devote large amounts
of manpower to the many-faceted activities of the UN sý,stem.
In recent years there has developed within the United States a
greater appreciation of the important tasks being undertaken by the
UN System, many of which can be effectively carried on only through
global multilateral organizations. At the same time, we must give
greater attention to possibilities for improvement in the management
of these institutions to assure that, so far as possible, the goals and
objectives which they pursue are rooted in realistic priorities and the
broad support of their membership, and that the benefits accruing
to Member States are commensurate with the resources contributed
to support their activities.
In short, the American people expect their Government to make
a concerted effort to have the United Nations and its sister agencies
demonst rate the same commitment to excellence, impartiality, and
efficiency that they rightfully demand of this Administration.
We share these concerns and we are determined to take whatever
steps are necessary to satisfy them. Consequently, we recommend that
the Department of State undertake a more active leadership role in
the conduct of our United Nations affairs and develop procedures to
improve the capability of the United States to pursue these goals
more effectively. At the same time, the heads of responsible Executive departments should be expected to work closely urith the Secretary of State toward this objective and to provide whatever assistance is necessary.
Specifically, we believe we must develop the capability to:
Monitor continuously U.S. participation in each international
organization and program, identify and analyze problem areas,
and establish policy objectives with regard to each of these
multilateral institutions, such as our oI)jectives with respect
to the future development and financing of their technical
assistance programs;
Elicit the most effective involvement of the different diepartments and agencies of the Executive Branch in the activities
of these multilateral institutions, so that the talents available
in the U.S. Government areinfully
each;employed in working toward
('colmmnOn national objectives

Insure that our policy objectives in each UN agency are
coordinated, and integrated within the context of overall U.S.
foreign policy objectives; and.
Bring our multilateral diplomacy to bear on achieving greater
(ffectiveness, and economy within each of tlie organizations
and programs of the UN system.
.To these ends, the I)epartment, of State is currently developig a policy analysis and resources management process through
which we slall endeavor to formulate annual action programs for
each of the UN agencies. Each such action prog-ram, prepared by
the responsible office of the Department of State writh the assistance
,of other Executive Branch agencies concerned, will contain a coinprehensive statement of U.S. policy objectives to he pursued in a
particular UN body, the programmatic and other ineans to accom-
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plislh these objectives, resource and other requirements, and an
,assessUCIt; of that agency's performance.

After review and appIroval, these individual action programs
would be the basis on which the United States would conduct its
relations with tile UN agency concerned. Taken together, they
would provide a succinct and comprehensive framework to guide
U.S. putticipation in the various organizations and programs of the
UN system.

Of itself this aplr'oaci will neither ensure that American involvement is of the lIughest possible caliber or that the multilateral
institutions will always be able fully to to accommodate our objectives.
Thih will require continuou:; cooperation throughout the U.S. Governbent, diligence on the part of our representatives to the agencies
and delegations to UN conferences, and constructive working relItion~lhips with other members of the UN community. By establishinl" .omprehensive guidelines for the conduct of our relationshilps
wih the" UN system, however, we shall have taken an important

participation in it.
o lr
step toward tle goal of better managing or

TIjii',';.q the ,&crtarialof the I[itited Nations
No consideration of possible steps desiginel to ,Itrengthen, the United
Nationsý would be (.o1l1)lete without reference to the UN Secretariat.
Tl'e futuie •nvc.e.-; or failure of the United Nations will be dleter-

mini('

not only by the wisdIom and sense of responsibility of its

nmtiidIIship bIit alfso by lile type 1andI (julity of the personnel that
uiit carry out tile work of t1(1 organizations. The competence andI
initerity 4f the Sect etatiat are bound to be a faNtor in determining.
whet lter Melmber States will ue the UN or torn to other institutions orl
Me,,(') iill in tll4.
Article 101(3) of the UN charter r sjecilies that the paramount considehration in tile eiJlovyment of the staif shall be "tile nIeCessity of

htighe"'t standards of efficiency, Competernce 1(and integi ity".
flthie',
..,e
n•ri'c'ille, to which so much importance was at'loilav, thi.s merit
th.
di. carterer, haslbeen largely relegated to a
'
draf
t
he
by
tachI'ed
and other conwidletrations. During
nutionalityv
5y
position
.-e(oui hry,
has developed a complex set, of
Asseminfy
(huenral
the
years
recent
rec.riitinent guidelines which are often contradictory, or hlamlper the
eIeri-e of adlminiktrittivo discretion, and to some extent fall outside
the intent of the ('harter.
In addition, lprartices iavo developed that give paramountcy to
pIoli ical conW.idleratiolt.i with respect, to senior executive aplpointments
at I1he Director. level and to attempt)ts by Member States to establish
m11re or less permanent national preserves in respect of specific
poll ionls in the Secretariat. Thiese are inimical to the integrity of the
lippointimnte)romnotion process and! incon.,istent with the powers

ve-teI in the Se.retary General under the ('barter.
All Memlber States stand to lose if the organization contents itself
withl a Seeretariat. who.e level of competence is less than might be
ach•ived through a more vigorous recruitment anl pronmotion process.
'T'herefore, ais part of any general exploration of possible measures
to st lengthen the United Natitons, we believe the United States should
be prepared to exatuine with other interested countries what further

steps might be taken to ensure so far as possible the appointment and
promotion of the best qualified people from among those available,
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and thus help bring personnel recruitment and management up to thestandards required if the organization is to function most
high
effectively.
These might include such measures as:
The establishment of a panel of outside experts to advise the
UN's Recruitment Division and its Appointments and Promotion
Board;
The screening of proposed appointments and promotions by
panels of persons belonging to the same occupation or profession
as the candidates concerned;
A more effective vacancy announcement procedure so that
vacancies are adequately publicized and recruitment is on as
widow a basis as possiblee ;
Greater use ot competitive examinations, perhaps on a regional
level, to identify qualified candidates for appointment up to
desi gnated professional levels;
Nfore intensive search for qualified women to fill professional

posts; and

Arrangements de.signed to help insulate the Secretary General
from political pressures with regard to appointments, such as the
institution of a gentlemen's agreement that in the future the
Secretary General shall be appointed to only a single term which
might he of somewhat greater length than the currently designated
term of five years.
We shall also continue to support a policy of extending permanent
contracts to qualified staff in order to enhance the international-civilservant character of the Secretariat.
'The ultimate resp~onsibility for assuring the quality of the Seeretariat is placed by the Charter on the Secretary General. It, is not a
responsibility which he can carry alone, however. We shall, therefore,
on over' aippropriate occasion stress the need :or Member States; to
cooperate in helping him with this task by putting forward only well(Iialified candidates and by avoiding the kind of pressures for appointments which run counter to the intent of the Charter.
Although in the face of present realities our own actions in thik
regard may not always have measured up to the obligations incumbents
upon Member States in this area, it is our objective increasingly to
guide our own approach l)y these consi(lerations to the extent that
they gain general support in the organization.
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